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Note: Shetlands Sea zone is not adjacent to
the Arctic Circle or Bear Island Sea Zones.

1.0 Introduction

Example: “Scapa Flow = 16” in hex 4334
means that a unit based in Scapa Flow

Invasion: Norway is a battalion‐level game
covering the German invasion of Norway of
1940,whichgave theworldits first realglimpse
of warfare in three dimensions (land, sea, and
air) and in particular demonstrated the impo‑
tence of seapower in the face of unchallenged
enemy air superiority. The game allows you to
simulate this unique, precedent‐setting cam‑
paign and to explore the alternative strategies
that may have changed its outcome.

pays sixteen OMPs to enter the any of the
OperationalMap edge hexes 4033‐4734.

1.1 Definitions
The following list defines important game
terms used throughout these rules.
DRM: means Die Roll Modifier. This is a
number that you add to or subtract from your
die roll to determine your modified result.
InvasionTurn: refers to the April #4 turn,
which is the one during which the Ger‑
mans invade Norway.

Unloading Capacity: Each port on the
Operational Map has anUnloadingCapac‑
ity, which is the number of Weight Points
(in land units and supply points) that can be
landed there during an Operations Seg‑
m e n t . Hits reduce Unloading Capacity.
Port Capacity: Each port on the Opera‑
tionalMap has aPort Capacity,which isthe
number of ships and naval points that may
bebased there. If the Unloading Capacity is
six or less, the Port Capacity is six. If the
UnloadingCapacity isgreater than six, then
the Port Capacity equals the Unloading
Capacity. Hits don o t reduce Port Capacity.

Operational Map Edge Hex Groups: These
are group of hexes along the south and west
edges of the Operational Map. Each group
sharesaconunonhetbackgroundcolorVVrthin

1.2 The Operational Map
A hexagonal grid has been superimposed
on the Operational Map of Norway to
regulate movement and other game‐related
functions. Its scale is sixteen nautical miles
per hex. Symbols representingvarious types
of terrain are printedin hexes on the Opera‑
tional Map. Each type of terrain has a
different effect upon how units move and
resolve combat [Terrain Effects Chart].
Note: A hex is always considered to
consist entirely of the roughest type of
terrainwhose symbolit contains (Moun‑
tain is roughest, then Rough, Forest,
and Clear). Thus, ahex that contains the
symbols for Mountain, Forest, and
Roughterrain is considered aMountain
hex for all purposes and a hex that con‑
tains Forest and Rough is considered a
Rough hex for all purposes.

1.2.1 Fjords and Lakes.Anybody of water
that is linked to the s e a ‐ n o matter how
long or convoluted the connection‐is a
Fjord. Any other body of w a t e r on the
Operational Map is a Lake. Major lakes
straddle the border between t w o hexes, and
are therefore referred to asLake Hexsides.
However, the map also contains a multi‑
tude of small lakes, most of which occupy
only a tiny portion of one or more hexes.
Their only effect uponplay is that they may
be used asFrozen Lake Airbases (the same
is true of Lake Hexsides, incidentally).
Note: The t e r m “body of water” in this
section does n o t refer to River Hexsides.
and east (Finmark,
which is uncolored)

1.3 The Strategic Map

Air units based in Strategic Map zones may
move onto the Operational Map through the
Edge Hex Groups.To do so, anair unit enters
anEdge Hex Group that lists the name of the
Strategic Map zone where the air unit was
based.ltpaysthe numberofOperationalMove~
ment Points (OMPs) listed next to the base

The Strategic Map depicts (on a much
larger scale) the same area shown on the
Operational Map, plus adjacent areas of
the Atlantic Ocean, Continental Europe,
and the British Isles. Air and naval units
that are located in a zone on the Opera‘
tional Map are simultaneously located in
the corresponding zone on the Strategic
Map (and vice wersa).

zone’s name.

1 Step
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Note: Scapa Flow is a land zone that
borders on the Scotland land zone and
the Shetlands sea zone.

The Scotlandland zone is divided into three
sub-zones, each ofwhichborders onadiffer‑
ent sea zone. These sub‐zones have no effect
whatsoever upon land or air units located in
the Scotland zone‐they may board ship or
take off/land anywhere in the zone. How‑
ever, a naval unit based in the Scotland zone
may only enter the sea zone which the sub‑
zone that it occupies borders on.
The Finnmark Strategic Map land zone is
divided into six spaces that are used to regu‑
late the movement of land units within the
zdne (basically, a land unit must expend is
entire Movement Allowance to move from
one space into anadjacent space). The spaces
have no effect whatsoever upon air and naval
units basedin the zone (landunits and supply
points may beNavalTransportedto or from
any space in the Finnmark zone).
Kjevik Airbase should probably be adjacent to the Kattegat and
Jutland sea zones, but it's not in the rules as written.

1.4 The Counters
Invasion: Norway contains 560 half‐inch
playing pieces, also known as counters.
These come in t w o main types: units,which
represent the land, air, and naval units that
were historically involved in the campaign,
and markers, which are used to record
various types of information during the
course of

play.
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Identification of steps on counters is to make it
easier to see units that have lost a step, because
unlike physical cardboard counters, it's impossible
to tell when a counter is "flipped" in Vassal.
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Ship silhouette were all resized so that the largest ships (the UK CVs) are the biggest that
will fit on a counter. All other ships are scaled based off of that size. Unnamed ships
were sized for ships representative of the class.
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Note: Airbase capacity was added to CV units so that air
units could be stacked directly with the ships if desired.
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The unit size symbol indicates the relative
size of a land unit, using standard military
terminology.
I Company (Excluding Artillery)
I Battery (Artillery)

I Company

'“

Platoon

II Battalion

X

Brigade

IIIRegiment

XX

Division

Unit Type Symbol

Not
used in
game

Box around Unit Size
is Special Grouping.
For instance: Combat
Group / Battlegroup.

The unit type symbol indicates the kind of
troops that comprise the unit.
Unit Types
Infantry
Mountain (Ski) Infantry

El

Motorized Infantry

Bicycle Infantry
Airborne Infantry
Naval Infantry

Artillery
Mountain Artillery

Efi

Coast Artillery

Antitank

[Q

Tank

m

Truck
Landsvern Artillery Battalion

Attack Factor: Measures a unit’s effec‑
tiveness when attackingin land combat. It
isbased upon training, morale, andleader‑
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ship factors and on a unit’s strength and
equipment. A unit that does n o t possess
separate Attack and Defense Factors, but
that instead has a “(1)” or “(2)” printed on
its counter, cannot attack in Land Com‑
bat: it can only defend using afactor of one
or two.

No Air
Missions
UK (only) DD
Reinforcement Marker

Combat Ship

Ship Name ‘
AA
Factor 7

Unit will be
Withdrawn
Ship Type

Airbase
Capacity

Strategic Movement
owance

Naval Attack
‘ .. Naval Defense
Factor
.~/'
Factor
(red indicates Naval Gunfire
Radar
torpedoes)
Support Factor

(6.3.2)

Armor Superiority Factor: Measures an
armor unit’s ability to provide a support
column shift to land combat and an anti‑
tank unit’s defensive ability to reduce the
effectiveness of enemy armor.

Armor
Superiority
Factor
Higher
HQ
Unit Type
Movement
Allowance

Unit Size Symbol

Note: The inclusion of DD point counters is required to
enable all reinforcements to be set up on the turn track.

Artillery Support Factor: Measures ana r ‑
tillery unit’s ability to provide a support
DRM to land combat.

Transport

Naval Defense
Factor

Note: The front side of an AP counter represents t w o
points. The back side represents one AP Point.

AP

Back side only has one ship silhouette

Ship Type
Strategic Movement

Defense Factor: Measures a unit’s effec‑
tiveness when defendingin Land Combat.

MovementAllowance:A unit’s Movement
Allowance measures the distance that it
can move whenever it performs land move‑
m e n t . A l l land units fall into one o f three
m o v e m e n t classes, each o f which expends
adifferent quantity of Movement Points to
enter hexes on the Operational Map when
conducting Land Movement [Terrain Ef‑
fects Chart].

Unit ID
Ship Type
Strategic Movement
" Allowance

' Allowance
Naval Defense
Factor
Note: Tankers may only transport ASPs.
Naval Tankers: May only transport oil to refuel
naval units (Optional Naval Supply Rules only).

1.4.2 Naval Units

' Leg: Infantry,bicycle infantry, airborne
infantry, naval infantry, artillery, coast
artillery, and antitank units.

Naval units come in t w o different varieties:
5/11le and navalpoim‘s. Each ship c o u n t e r
represents a single ship. Each TB, DD, or
Sloop point represents three vessels, and
each AP point represents one vessel. Each
S‐Boat Flotilla point represents between
five to t e n S‐Boats. Tankers are single

' Motorized: Motorized infantry, truck,
and‘tank units. These units are easily
identified by the red box around their
Movement Allowances.

point naval units that represent one vessel.
Each tanker point bears the name of a
tanker that participated in the invasion of
Norway. Unlike AP points, tankers cannot
combine into two‐point units.

' Mountain: Mountain infantry and
mountain artillery units.
FormationIdentificationUnitTypeBoxes

All units ofaparticular nationality that have
the same color (except white) in their unit
type boxes belong to the same Formation.
Units with white unit type boxes are inde‑
pendent and belong to no Formation. The
distinction is an important one, because a
disadvantageous die roll modifier is applied
when units that belong to different forma‑
tions attack or defend together in Land
Combat [6.1]. Independent units may a t ‑
tack or defendwith any friendly units of the
same nationality without penalty

Note: Some naval units’ Naval Attack
Factors are printed in red to show that
they have torpedoes [9.3].

NavalAttack Factor: The number that an
attacking naval unit cross‐references with
a target naval unit’s Naval Defense Factor
to determine aH i t Number in NavalCom‑
bat. It represents the number and qualityof
the ship’s guns and the accuracy of its fire
control systems.

NavalDefense Factor: Used to determine
the H i tNumber in NavalCombat,asabove.
It represents the ship’s ability to avoid or
withstand damage.
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AA Factor: The number the naval unit
uses to perform anti‐aircraft fire during
Air‐Naval Combat.
StrategicMovementAllowance: The maxi‑
m u m number of Strategic Movement Points
that the unit can expend when it moves.

Naval Gunfire Support Factor: The abil‑
ity of the ship to perform Naval Gunfire
support. When performing Naval Gunfire
Support, if the player rolls less than or
equal to this rating, a favorable DRM
benefits his troops in the ground combat.
1.4.3 Air Units

Air units come in three different varieties:
F ig/Jt‘ers, Bombers, and Transports.

Air CombatFactor: Represents the air unit’s
ability in air combat. Aunitwith aboxedAir
Combat Factor cannot fire in air combat.

Bombers: Skuas, Swordfish, Blenheims,
Wellingtons, Whitleys, Hampdens, He‑
111s,Ju‐87s and Ju‐883.

m e n t Points the unit may expend to move to

Transports: Do‐26s, Ju‐52s, Ju‐9OS, He‑

StrategicMovementAllowance(SMA):The
number of Strategic Movement Points the

F' ht
1g er

Air
Combat
Factor

Strategic Movement
Allowance

O erational
Nfcivement
Allowance

Large Silhouette 2 Points
Small Silhouette 1 Point

Combat

Strategic Movement
Allowance

Factor
(can't fire)
Unit Type

O erational
Nlijnvement
Allowance

Air

Air
Support
Air‐Naval
Factor
Bombing
Factor

Large Silhouette 2 Points
Small
Silhouette 1 Point
Air
Support
Naval
Factor
Bombing
Factor
(boxed indicates Factor
Night Bomber)

Installation
Bombing

T

Air

rt

ranspo

Combat
Factor

(can t fire)
Unit Type
Small Silhouette 1 Point

Strategic Movement
owance
0 erational
Allowance

Large Silhouette 2 Points

Fighters are the only type of air unit that
can fire in Air Combat [7.3]; Bombers are
the only type that can conduct Bombing
Combat [7.4]; and only Transports can fly

Note: Both the OMA and the SMA
numbers are the air unit’s flight radius.
After performing the mission, it may
expend its Operational or Strategic
Movement Allowance again to r e t u r n
to afriendly base.

Naval BombingFactor: The factor the air
unit uses when performing Naval Bomb~
ing combat.
Installation Bombing Factor: The factor
the air unit uses when performing Installa‑
tion Bombing. A unit with a box around
this factor is a Night Bomber [7.5.2].

Carrier (CV) Planes: British air units with
the blue sea background square are CV‑
capable. The may land or take‐off from a t ‑
sea CVs with no penalty.

1.4.4 CounterAbbreviations. Due to space
limitations, the following abbreviations are
CD = Coastal Defense
used on the counters:
CV = Aircraft Carrier
PB - Pocket Battleship

A0 =Tanker, AP =Transport; BB=Battle‑
ship; BC : Battlecruiser; BCA =Battalionde
Chasseurs Alpins; Blen = Blenheim; BPCP
= Brigade Polonaise des Chasseurs Du
Podhale; CA = Heavy Cruiser; CL = Light
Cruiser; C L A =Antiaircraft Cruiser; DBCh
= Demi‐Brigade de Chasseurs; DBLE =
Demi‐Brigade de Legion Etranger; DD =
Destroyer; Drgn = Dragoon; DWR = Duke
of Wellington’s Regiment; FJR =
Fallschirmjaeger Regiment; GAAC i=
Groupe Autonome d’Artillerie Coloniale;
GAAM = Groupe Autonome d’Artillerie
Montagne; Gds = Guards; GH = Green
Howards; Glad =Gladiator; GT = Gunnery
Training; Hallams = Hallamshire; Hamp =
Hampden;Haugsnd=Haugesund; H M K G
= Hans Majeste Kongen Garde; Hurr =
Hurricane;IG =IrishGuards; K O H=King’s
Own Hussars; KOYLI = King’s OwnYork‑
shire Light Infantry; Lcstr = Royal
Leicestershire; Lincs = Royal Lincolnshire;
ML =lVlinelayer; RGG =Regiment General
Goering; RM =RoyalMarine;SB=S‐Boats;
SF: SherwoodForesters;SG=Scots Guards;
Sothmptn = Southampton; SVVB = South
Wales Borders; Sword = Swordfish; TB =
Torpedo Boats;YScL =York and Lancaster;
York =Yorkshire; Well = Wellington

1.4.5 Chits and Markers. An assortment
of markers are used to record important
Bardafoss Airfield
information during play.
Upgraded/Not Upgraded

Air Support Factor:The factor the air unit
m u s t roll against when attempting to pro‑
vide Air Support to a ground combat.

Special Air Units

Fuel Marker: Used to Track
Fuel Usage with Optional
Fuel Usage Rules

Right click on map and
flip to upgrade

|_._

Game Markers
Vlcm

Pninlri,
XI]

‘

»

Q
gm

Victory

Rail

Points

Break

German

M]
NDV
Marker

iiiixili‘

Thaw

(l

Sula

Tmnd

ASP Track

SPTrack
Marker

Marker

Game Tum

Stay/Withdraw
Chit

Sea Planes: German air units with Ger‑

Naval unit color and blue sea back‑
ground squares are sea planes.
man

Used to track Air and Naval Support for Land Combat

ID

Weather
Marker

OutofSupply
Marker

vaIrn,

'

Sunnis!”

O

5

mm

ASP Marker

SPMarker

HitMarker

RR Weight
Points Used*

Froanake Airbase
Capacity
Airbase

Attack
Marker**

Rule Book
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The inclusion of Air
Replacement Markers
allows for reminders to be
set up on the turn track.

a target hex and perform a mission on the
Operational Map.

ovement

Air Replacement Point Marker

Note: Change of
Silhouette size on "back"
of Air Counters is required
because it is impossible to
tell the "front" and "back"
of Vassal counters, unlike
physical counters.

Operational Movement Allowance
(OMA):Thenumber ofOperationalMove‑

unit may expendto move to atarget zone and
perform a mission on the Strategic Map.

‘
Unit Type

Carrier (CV)
Planes (blue
background)

Note: Skuas may performboth asFight‑
ers and Bombers. Whenever a Skua
pointparticipatesin anAir Mission, the
Allied player m u s t declare whether it is
acting asaFighteror aBomber. A Skua
point that is performing as 21Fighter
may fire in Air Combat, and one that is
acting as a Bomber cannot. If a Skua is
operating asa Bomber, its Air Combat
Factor is halved (rounding down).

Fighters: Gladiators, Skuas, Hurricanes,
Hawks,Blenheim 1Fs,Me‐109s,Me-110s,
and Ju-88Cs.

59s, and FW‐2005.

Fighter
Bomber

Air Transport, Parachute Assault, and Air
Transport Assault missions. To remind
you that Bombers and Transports cannot
fire in Air Combat, their Air Combat
Factors are boxed and printed in red.

Battle Marker
Used to Track
Location Battle is
Taking Place when
units are moved to the
Air Naval Combat
Display

Alternate NDV Markers

Used to track German
control of Hexes on
the Strategic Map

* Used to track number of RR weight points used on
a Rail Road per 11.5.1 5th bullet, 13.2.2.c.5, and
13.8.e.
** Used to mark location of declared hexes that
will be attacked (page 32, Sequence of Play, 4.a).
Included as an aide to
track turns where
withdraws are required

Norway
1.4.6 The Die. The game includes one t e n ‑
sided die with sides numbered from Oto 9.
A roll of “0” is always read as zero, not ten.

rilbouettesprintedon t/Jefiant sides oftbese air
unitsareprerentonlysotbat t/Jeplayers mayfi nd
tbem more easily wben settingup tbe game.

1.5 Points and Consolidation

1.6 Control

AO (tanker), AP (transport),LC (landing
All hexes on the Operational Map are Al‑
craft), DD (destroyer),TB (torpedo boat),
lied-controlledat the beginning of play u n ‑
and SB (S-Boat) naval units, and all air
less noted otherwise in the Scenario In‑
units are measured in terms of points. An
structions. A hex’s Control Status changes
AP, LC, TB, DD, SB, or air unit that has
whenever any friendly land unit with a De‑
its front side showing face up is t w o points
fense Factor greater than zero enters it, and
strong; a unit that has its back side showing
there is no enemy land unit with aDefense
face up is one point strong. Tankers (AOs)
Factor greater than zero occupying it.
point air units have a large
always equal one naval point. 2silhouette
and 1 point air units
Note: Land units with Defense Factors
have a small silhouette.
During play, air points and naval points of
greater than zero may enter hexes occu‑
exactly the same type and nationality
pied solelybyenemyTrucks and Supply
(French DDs with French DDS; Ju‐885
Points (which are immediately cap‑
with Ju‐SSS; etc.) can be consolidated to
form two‐point units, and two‐point units
can be split up to form one‐point units. A
mowing two‐point naval unit may split up
into t w o one-point units to enter t w o dif‑
ferent ports in the same land zone.
Before resolving any type of combat in‑
volving air units or naval points (DDS,
TBS, APs, Sloops, and S‐Boats), eachplayer
must consolidate his units into the mini‑
m u m possible number of counters. Tank‑
ers (AOs) do n o t consolidate.

Exception #1: The German Ju-52 sea‑
plane unit does n o t consolidate with
non‐seaplane Ju‐52s, and British car‑
rier‐capable Gladiator units don o t c o n ‑
solidate with normal Gladiators.

Exception#2: Air units that are bomb‑
ing enemy naval units can split up to
attack m o r e naval units (that is, a t w o ‑
point Ju‐87 unit could be split to attack
t w o different naval units). Consolida‑
tion m u s t occur, however, if t w o or
more points of the same type of aircraft
bomb asingle naval unit (that is, if three
Ju‐87 points are allocated to bomb a
single naval unit, the German player
m u s t consolidate them, and will resolve
t w o attacks‐one with t w o points and
another with one point‐instead of
making three attacks.

DesignNote: leere is only onestep to German
Fw‐2005,]a‐90r,Do‐265, andja‐525eaplanes.
Tberefore, tbeseairanitsonly banevalue:printed
on their reverse (one‐step) sides. TlJe aircraft

tured), and air and naval units.

Eachplayer can onlybase airpoints and naval
units at airbases and ports, use mobilization
centers located in, and trace lines of supply
into or through friendly-controlled hexes.

2. Reinforcement and Replacement Seg‑
m e n t : Each player receives any land, air,
and navalunits listedin the current turn’s
space on his Reinforcement Schedule,
and mayuse Air Replacementsto rebuild
air units [For placement of reinforce‑
ments and replacements, see 41‐42].
All required withdrawals are also made
during this segment [4.3]. Reinforcements and
3. Naval Segment

replacements are received
before withdrawals.

a. Allied Naval Detection Phase: The
Allied player may attempt to Detect
each German naval stack at sea. If he
detects a stack, he may immediately
conduct Naval Interception against
it. If the Allied player chooses to
Intercept with air units (either in ad‑
dition to or insteadof navalunits), the
Germanplayer may attempt to detect
the air mission and, if successful, c o n ‑
duct Air Interception against it.
b. German Naval Detection Phase:
Identicalto tbeAlliedNa‘valDetection
Plyase except that tbe roles are reversed.

1.7 Examining Stacks
Players may examine the contents of e n ‑
emy stacks at any time.

2.0 Sequence of Play
Invasion:Nor‘wayis played in turns, each of
which is divided into seven Segments. Dur‑
ing each turn, these Segments are played
through in the exact order that they are
listed below. All activity in each Segment
(and Phase) m u s t becompleted before play
proceeds to the next Segment (or Phase).

Bymutual consent, players may skip phases
or segments if neither player has required
actions to take or if neither player wishes to
undertake avoluntary activity. Specific ac‑
tions (such asdetection) may be dispensed
with by both players if weather, or lack of
available units, for example, makes such
activities meaningless.
1. Weather Segment: The German player
rolls on the Weather Table to determine
the weather conditions for the current
turn, adjusts weather markers on the
Zone Weather Tracks, and places Thaw
markers in any zone(s) where the Thaw
[3.3] is taking effect for the first time.

c. Allied Naval Movement Phase: The
Allied player moves his navalunits one
stack (six units maximum) at a time.
The German player may attempt to
Detect each stack in every zone that it
enters and, if successful, may conduct
Naval Interception against it. If he
chooses to Intercept with air units
(either in addition to or instead of
naval units), the Allied player may
attempt to Detect the air mission and,
if successful, conductAir Interception
against it. Moving naval units may
trigger Coast Artillery Fire [9.1].
If the Allied player wishes to conduct
any Naval Bombardments and/ or
Naval Combats in Ports [8.3], they
are resolved during this phase. The
same holds t r u e for any Amphibious
Assaults and unopposed landings.
TheAllied player m u s t also announce
which of his naval units will attempt
to conduct Naval Gunfire Support
[8.4] duringhis Land Combat Phase.
He moves such units from the Stra‑
tegic Map to the same sea zone on
the OperationalMap andplaces them
in the “Gunfire Support” box.

Fw‐200s, Ju‐90s, Do‐26s,and Ju‐52 seaplanes

do not have a reverse
in the 1995
Vassal module,
©Copyright,
G M Tside
Games,
Instead they have a small silhouette.
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Land units that were Naval Transported may
unload in friendly ports (or unoccupied, excluding
Trucks and SPs, enemy controlled ports) and may
move and fight normally during the following
friendly Operations Segment [8.5.1].

Invasion
d. German Naval Movement Phase:
Identicaltot/JeAlliedNavalMovement
Pbase, except that tbe roles are reversed.

4. German Operations Segment
a. German Land Movement Phase:
The German player may move all his
land units. After all his units have
moved, the German player desig‑
nates those enemy‐occupied hexes
that hewill attack in the Land Com‑
bat Phase [see d. below].
b. German Air Mission Phase: The
German player may fly Bombing,Air
Transfer,
and Airborne
Air
Transport, Air
and
Airborne
andandAir
Transportmissions. The Al‑
Transport Assault
lied player may attempt to Detect
each German air mission and, if suc‑
cessful, may conductAirlnterception
against it. If aParachute Assault, Air
TransportAssault,or combined Para‑
chute/Air Transport Assault is de‑
clared against an eligible hex, it is
resolved during this segment. Units
that conduct successfulParachute and/
or Air Transport Assaults (and any
units that have been air transported
into friendly airbase hexes) may a t ‑
tack adjacent enemy units during the
German Land Combat Phase.

d. German Air Mission Phase

3.1 Weather Determination

e. Allied Land Combat Phase

3.1.1 Pre-DeterminedWeather on April
#2 and #3. The weather is pre‐determined
for the April #2 and April #3 turns. On the
April #2 turn, the weather is automatically
Cloudy in the Southern and Central sec‑

f. Allied MotorizedMovement Phase
g. NorwegianMobilization Phase: One
battalion m u s t mobilize at the mobili‑
zation center of each Norwegian in‑
fantry or artillery regiment that has
unitsremainingontheNomegianMo‑
bilization Display [14.2]. On the In‑
vasion Turn (only) all non-regimental
infantry,dragoon, andmountain artil‑
lery battalions that remain on the
Mobilization Display also mobilize.

6. Repair Segment: Both players simulta‘
neously do the following things:
a. Roll a die for each damaged ship that
is located at a friendly naval base; if
the result is a zero, the ship counter is
flipped to its undamaged (front) side.
b. Roll a die for each damaged coastal
artillery unit (fixed or mobile). Re‑
move one hit on a die roll of five or less.

c. Remove one hit (automatically; no
die roll is necessary) from each dam‑
aged airbase, port, and railroad hex.
(1.

c. Allied Air Mission Phase: Identical
to fine German A i r Mission Pbare, ex‑
cept tbaz‘ tbe roles are reversed.
(1.

German Land Combat Phase: Ger‑
m a n land units may choose to c o n ‑
duct Land Combat against Allied
land units located in adjacent hexes.

e. German Motorized Movement
Phase: The Germanplayer may move
any of his Motorized units that do
n o t possess Out of Supply markers.

5. Allied Operations Segment: All phases
are resolved exactly like those in the
German Operations Segment, except
for the t w o n e w ones (a. and g. below).

a. Norwegian Surrender Phase: The
supply status of all Norwegian [ a n d
units is determined, and any that are
o u t of supply Surrender [13.4].
b. Allied Land Movement Phase
c. Allied Air Mission Phase
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Move all Air Points in Flown Boxes
to Ready Boxes at their respective
Airbases.

e. Remove naval units remaining in
Naval Gunfire boxes. Place them in
the corresponding sea zone on the
Strategic Map.
f. At‐sea naval units in the same sea
zone may be recombined into n e w
naval stacks.
g. Place (orflip) enhancedNDVmarkers.

3.0 Weather
Dottedwhite lines onbothmaps divide them
each into three sections (northern, central,
and southern) for determining and applying
the effects of weather. The weather condi‑
tions in each section are determined during
the Weather Segment of each game turn.

tions, and Foul in the Northern Section.
On the April #3 turn, the weather is auto‑
matically Stormyinthe Northern and Cen‑
tral sections, and Foul in the Southern
section.
3.1.2 Weather Determination Procedure.
During the Weather Segment of each game
t u r n staringwithApril#4, the Germanplayer
uses the following procedure to determine
the weather in all three sections on both
maps.

1. The German player determines the
weather in the Central section by roll‑
ing a die, subtracting -1 if a May and
June t u r n is being resolved, and locating
the result on Weather Table #1.
2. The German player determines the
weather in the Southern section by ap‑
plying the appropriate modifier (‐1 in
April, and -2 in May or June) to the
same die roll at in Step #1, and locating
the result on Weather Table #1.

3. During all April turns, the German
player rolls a die on Weather Table #2
to determine the weather in the North‑
ern section (adding +2 if the weather is
Stormy in the Central section).
4. During all May and June turns, the
German player determines the weather
in the Northern section by rolling a die,
adding a D R M of +1, and locating the
result on Weather Table #1.
3.1.3 Recording the Weather.
Record the weather in each sec‑ Q
tion byadjusting the position of
the Weather markers on the
Weather Tracks on the Strategic Map.

3.2 Weather Effects
Weather may affect Detection, Air Mis‑
sions and Combat, and Land combat reso‑
lution in the Nordland and Troms land
zones. Such effects are listedon theWeather
Effects Table.
Rule Book
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3.3 The Thaw

' 4.0 Reinforcements, Re‑

Design Note: The spring thaw
hegins influencing the southern
portions ofNorway in the secondhalfoprril,
after which its eyfects gradually work their
way northward up the length of the country

placements, and Withdrawal

untiltheNart/ih area isaficteda monthlater.

remove certain air and naval units from

During play, both sides receive additional
units and replacement aircraft. Further‑
more, both sides may be compelled to

nated air unit back into play on its one-point
side. However, air points may only be
brought back into play at airbases where air
reinforcements can be placed.
4.2.3 Restriction. Air Replacements may
onlybe usedtorebuildeliminated air points;
they cannot be used to bring new air points
into play.

play during a scenario. All three functions
3.3.1 Effects. The Thaw’s effects are ap‑
(reinforcement, replacement, and with‑
plied on a zone‐by‐zone basis; the Turn
drawal) are conducted during the Rein‑
4.3 Withdrawal
Record Track indicates when the Thaw
forcement and Replacement Segment.
begins in each land zone. Once a zone is
Reinforcements and replacements are received before withdrawals. Design Note: OnMay 10, 1940, the Ger‑
affected by the Thaw, a Thaw marker is
mans launched Operation Yellow‐the i new:‑
placed in that zone on the Strategic Map as 4.1 Reinforcements
sion of Western Europe that would leadto the
a reminder. The following special rules
Both sides receive additional units during fallofFrance within six weeks. Asa result, the
apply in that zone for the rest of the game.
campaign in Norway was swiftly relegatedto
the course of play accordingto their Rein‑
a secondary status, and hath sides hastenedto
' All Frozen Lake airbases in the zone are
forcement Schedules.
redeploy precious air and nafvaljbrces to the
immediately removed from the Opera‑
' AllAllied [andreinforcements are placed
decisive theater of operations.
tional Map, and any air units based at
in the Scotland Strategic Map zone; all
them roll for Emergency Air Transfer
4.3.1 Procedure. Both sides m u s t remove
Allied naval reinforcements are placed
[5.1.2].
certain naval and air units from play on the
in the Scotland (west) Strategic Map
turns listed on the Withdrawal Schedule.
' No Frozen Lake airbases may be placed
sub‐zone. Allied airunit reinforcements
A
unit is simply removed from the map
in the zone.
may be placed in the England, Scot‑
during
the Reinforcement Phase and Re‑
land, or Scapa Flow Strategic Map land
' Leg and Mountain units may no longer
placement
Segment that it Withdraws (it
zones (these are At‐Start units).
move, retreat, or attack across Lake
What dies this mean? Probably should be deleted.
does n o t matter where it is).
hexsides [Terrain Effects Chart].
' All German land and naval reinforce‑
If aplayer does n o t have enough air points
ments are placed in the Germany Stra‑
' Land units may use Ferries [11.2.2] to
of a particular type to Withdraw the full
tegic Map zone. German air unit rein‑
cross Lake hexes in the zone.
number listed on the Withdrawal Sched‑
forcements may be placed in the Ger‑
ule,
he simply removes all that he can.
many or Denmark (beginning on the
' Each Road hex in the Nordlandor Trams
There
is no penalty for being unable to _
April #5 turn) Strategic Map zones.
zone costs aMotorizedunit four MPs to
Withdraw the full number.
enter (instead of two, see Terrain Ef‑
fects Chart]. Each Roadhex in any other
4.3.2 Expending ASPs for Withdrawing
4.2 Air Replacements
zone costs aMotorized unit three MPs
Air Units. Sufficient ASPs [13.1‐2] m u s t
to enter. Highway hexes cost a m o t o r ‑
Air units are the only type of units that may
( i f possible) be expended to permit all
ized unit t w o MP5 to enter.
be replaced during the game. Both sides
withdrawing air points to take off. How‑
may use Air Replacementsto rebuild elimi‑
ever, air units still withdraw even if there
' The +1 modifier is no longer applied
nated or weakened air units during the
are n o t enough ASPs. Any shortage m u s t
when non‐Mountain infantry units a t ‑
course of play.
bemade good o u t of later-arriving ASPs.
tack in the Nordland or Troms zone.
' 4.2.1 Procedure. Each player receives one
4.3.3 Substituting for Damaged or Sunk
3.3.2 Trondheim Fjordandthe Thaw. No
Air Replacement on every odd‐numbered
Naval Units. If a named naval unit that is
naval unit of any kind may enter the cross‑
t u r n after the Invasion Turn. Air unit r e ‑
supposedto withdraw has been damaged or
hatched portion of Trondheim Fjord (that
placements m u s t beused or lost on the t u r n
sunk, the owning player m u s t ( i f possible)
is, hexes 2717, 2718,2817, and 2818) until
they are received. They may n o t be saved
remove a naval unit of the same type (BB,
after the Thaw has begun in the fjord. Note
and accumulated from t u r n to turn.
CA, CL, etc.) that has the same Naval
that Trondheim Fjord thaws on the April
Attack and Defense Factors asthe unit that
#8t u r n and that the Trondelagzone around
Exception: Germanju‐90 and Fw‐200
was supposed towithdraw. If no such naval
it does n o t thaw until May #1.
air transports and He‐59 and D0‐26
unit is available, remove a unit of the same
seaplane transports c a n n o t be replaced.
type (BB, CA, CL, etc.) that has different
Note: The frozen Trondheim Fjord
NavalAttack
and Defense Factorsthan the
hexsides are n o t treated like frozen lake
4.2.2 Function. EachAir Replacement ex‑
unit
that
was supposed to withdraw. If no
hexsides (that is, leg and mountain units
pended will either flip aone‐point air unit
unit of the same type is available, do n o t
cannot move,retreat,or attack across them).
o n t o its two‐point side, or bring an elimi‑
withdraw any unit.
©Copyright, G M T Games, 1995

UK DD units in Scotland (west) may be rebuilt
with DD reinforcement points or new units may
be brought into play from the force pool (if
available). Any UK DD Reinforcement points
not used on the turn they are received are lost.
(Clarification received from Anthony Curtis at
GMT.)
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5.0 Naval and Air Unit

units present in aport hex may beattacked

Stacking and Basing

in Bombing Combat [8.5] and by Naval
Bombardment [9.6.3].

5.1 A i r Unit Basing
Air units may only take off and land at
friendly‐controlled airbases. The control sta‑
tus of a Operational Map airbase depends
upon which player was the last to have a
combat unit occupythe hex [1 .6].A Strategic
Map airbase iscontrolledby the playerwhose
national flag is printed within the Strategic
Map land zone where it is located.

Exception: Although the German flag
is printed in the Denmark zone, Ger‑
m a n air units cannot be based there
until the April #4 t u r n . On that turn,
they may [ a n d in (but n o t fly missions
from) Denmark. From April #5 t u r n
onward, Denmark functions in all r e ‑

spects asa German‐controlled airbase.

Each airbase on both maps has an Airbase
Capacity, which is the number of air points
that may be stacked there. Each hit on an
airbase reduces its capacity by one until
repaired. Note that some Strategic Map
airbases haveunlimited Airbase Capacities.

Exception:
British
Whitley,
Wellington, and Hampden air units
may only be based in the England and
Scotland Strategic Map zones. They
cannot be based on the Operational
Map, or in any other Strategic Map
zone. Furthermore, a maximum of t w o
Whitley, Wellington, and/or Hampden
air points may be based in Scotland at
any point during play.
Note: Each Operational Map airbase
has a Holding Box printed on the
Airbase Display. An air unit that is
based at one of these airbases is placed
in its Holding Box on the Airbase Dis‑
play instead of on the airfield itself.
5.1.1 Seaplane Bases. There are
four German seaplane air units
(which for sake of clarity are
printed in the same color as
German naval units). These units are based
atfriendly‐controlled port hexes instead of
airbases. Any number of seaplane points
may be based at asingle port (that is, there
are no Seaplane Base Capacities). Seaplane
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5.1.2 Emergency Air Transfer. If an en‑
emy land unitwith aDefense Factor greater
than zero enters an airbase (or port) where
friendly air units are located, roll a die for
each air point present. If the result is 0‐3,
the point may fly to any friendly‐con‑
trolled airbase within range‐even if it has
already Flown that t u r n . When the air
point lands, it is recordedashaving Flown.
This special form o f air m o v e m e n t cannot
beDetected orIntercepted,but Air Supply
Points [13.2] m u s t beexpended asusual ( i f
applicable for German or British air units)
to permit the air units to take off. Any air
point that fails the emergency transfer die
roll, or that cannot expend the necessary
ASPs to take‐off, is immediately elimi‑
nated.
5.1.3 Bardufoss Airbase. Until Bardufoss
Airbase (inhex 0203) isupgraded,itsAirbase
Capacity is only one, and only Norwegian
air units may base there. Once Bardufoss
has beenupgraded,it uses itsprintedAirbase
Capacity of three, and any air units may be
based there.The Allied player may attempt
to upgrade Bardufoss Airbase at the begin‑
ning of any friendly Air Mission Phase in
which there is afull‐strength British infan‑
trybattalionin the hex. Ifso,roll adie; if the
result is 0‐2, Bardufoss is immediately and

permanently upgraded.
Exception: You may n o t attempt to
upgrade Bardufoss Airbase on a t u r n in
which the NorthernWeather section is
experiencing Stormy weather.
5.1.4 Frozen Lake Airbases. ME
Eachplayer has three FrozenLake
Airbase markers, which may be
placed on or removed from the
Operational Map at the beginning of any
friendly Air IVIissionPhase.A Frozen Lake
Airbase marker may n o t be put back on the
OperationalMap during the same Air Mis‑
sion Phase that it was removed, but a given
marker may be placed and removed any
number of times during a scenario. A Fro‑
zen Lake Airbase has an Airbase Capacity
of two, but only Gladiator, Fokker, andJu‑
52 units may be based on frozen lakes.
Only one Frozen Lake Airfield may be placed
in a hex regardless of the number of Lakes
depicted on the map in a hex. Placement of
Frozen Lake Airbases do not require the hex
be friendly controlled.

5.1.4 ADD: Insert this sentence immediately after the first sentence
of this rule -- "A Frozen Lake Airbase marker may only be placed
in a hex that contains a piece of Lake terrain symbol (no matter how
small). As examples, Frozen Lake Airbases could be established in
hexes 3522, 3823 and 5229.

This means a seaplane cannot take a
hex by seaplane assault from the air.

Exception #1: Frozen Lake Airbase
markers may n o t be placed in zones
where the Thaw [3.3‘] has begun. Fur‑
thermore, aFrozenLakeAirbase marker
is automatically removed from the Op‑
erational Map during the Weather De‑
termination Phase in which the Thaw
begins in its zone (any air units based
there may perform Emergency Air
Transfer [5.1.2]).

Exception #2: On the Invasion Turn,
the Allied player may place FrozenLake
Airbase markers on the Operational
Map at any point during the German
Operations Segment.
Frozen Lake Airbases may be targeted by
Installation Bombing Missions and Naval
Bombardmentsjust like any other airbases.
However, subtract t w o (‐2) from all Instal‑
lation Bombing and Naval Bombardment
die rolls made against a Frozen Lake
Airbase. If the airbase capacity of a Frozen
Lake Airbase is reduced to zero, it is re‑
moved from the Operational Map. ~
5.1.4Allied Carriers. Allied CVs function
as at‐sea Airbases that are always Allied
controlled. Each CV has a holding box
with Airbase Capacity printed on the
Airbase Display. If a CV is damaged, it
cannot conduct Air Missions untilrepaired.

5.2 Naval Unit Basing
5.2.1Basing Limit. Up to six ships and/ or
AP, DD,TB, Sloop, and SBpoints may be
based atany friendly‐controlled port. Den‑
mark becomes a German-controlled port
duringthe GermanNavalMovementPhase
of April #4 t u r n . If the opposing player
gains control of aport where friendly naval
units are based, they are immediately moved
o u t to sea in the bordering sea zone. This
m o v e m e n t can neither b e Detected n o r
Intercepted, but may trigger Coast Artil‑
lery Fire [9.1] and Submarine [8.6.3] a t ‑
tacks.

Exception: If aport’s printed Unload‑
ing Capacity (below) is greater than six,
then that number of ships and/ or points
may be based there. Note that many of
the Ports on the Strategic Map have an

unlimited Unloading/Basing Capacity.
Exception: On the Invasion Turn (only), Norwegian naval units that
are present in a port when it comes under German control as a result
of Airborne or Air Transport Assault are not automatically moved
out to sea, but instead must make Surrender Checks (see 17.2.6).
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5.2.2 Unloading Capacity. Each port on
both maps has an Unloading Capacity,
which is the number of ships and/ or AP,
D D , Sloop, or SBpoint: conducting Naval
Transport [8.5] and/or Amphibious As‑
sault [8.6] that may unload there during a
single friendly Naval Movement Phase.

A port’s Unloading Capacity may be r e ‑
duced by Damage [10.1.2].

Important Note: Although Damage re‑
duces a port’s Unloading Capacity, it
does n o t reduce the number of ships and/
or naval units that may be based there.

Important Note: A port’s Unloading
Capacity is considered only when naval
units disembark their cargoes. Any n u m ‑
ber naval units may load land units and/
or supply points ataport during asingle
Naval Movement Phase.
5.2.3 British Basingqflestriction. British
BBS, BCs, and CVs may n o t be based at
any ports on the Operational Map.

be recorded. When a player controls the
hexes listed below, he places one of his “+2
NDV” or “+4” NDV” markers (whichever
is appropriate) in the corresponding sea
zone asareminder.

' If a player controls Bardufoss Airbase
(hex 0203) and it has been upgraded
[5.1.3], his N D V in the Northern Nor‑
wegian Sea zone isincreasedby t w o (+2).
‘ If a player controls Vaemes Airbase (hex
3018),his NDVintheCentral and South‑
ern Norwegian Sea zones is increased by
four (+4).

‘ If aplayer hecontrols Bergen (hex4332),
his N D V in the Norwegian Leads Sea
zone is increased by four (+4).
For NDV determination (only), the Allied
player is n o t considered to control any port
or airbase in Norway until the end of the
Invasion Turn.

6.1.2When NavalUnits Can BeDetected.
Naval Detection may be attempted/occur
in three situations:

6.0 Detection and

Interception
Detection and Interception are crucial el‑
ements of the Invasion:Norway game sys‑
tem. Whenever enemy naval units move,
or enemy air units conduct an air mission,
friendly air and/or naval units may Inter‑
cept if the moving enemy force isDetected.
Intercepting air and naval units then m o v e
until they are located in the zone occupied
by the enemy unit or stack they are inter‑
cepting, and resolve Bombing, Naval, or
Air Combat against it. In some cases, in‑
tercepting units can themselves be De‑
tected and Intercepted.

6.1 Naval Detection
Each sea zone on both maps contains a
German Naval Detection Value (NDV)
and an Allied NDV. These are printed in
dark blue somewhere Within the sea zone.
NDVs are used to determine whether naval
groups are detected while in that sea zone.
6.1.1 Variable NDVs. The German and
Allied NDVs in some sea zones may change
during play as control of certain crucial
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hexes is gained and lost. Four N D V mark‑
ers are providedsothat these changes may

' A detection attempt may be made
' against every stack of enemy naval units
that isat sea during the NavalDetection
Phase of the Naval Segment.
' During the Naval Movement Phase or
during Interception movement, a de‑
tection attempt may be made against a
stack of moving enemy naval units in
each zone it enters.

' Naval units in Ports are automatically
detected.

6.1.3 ResolvingaNavalDetectionAttempt.
To resolve aNavalDetectionattempt, roll a
die and apply any appropriate modifiers
from amongthoselistedonthe NavalDetec‑
tion Modifiers Chart. If the modified die
roll result is less than or equal to your NDV,
the enemy naval units are Detected.

6.2 Naval Interception
If anattemptto Detect astack of enemy naval
units succeeds, subtract the modified detec‑
tion die rollfrom your N D Vin the zone. For

each point of difference, you can Intercept
either with t w o air points or t w o naval units
(atwo-point unit counts asonly one unit).

Exception: If the difference between
the modified die roll and your NDV is
zero, you may still Intercept with t w o
naval units or t w o air points.
Example #1: The Allied player makes a
detection attempt against a German
stack in the Norwegian Leads sea zone.
The Allied NDV in that sea zone isfive.
The Weather is Cloudy, which causes a
+1 DRM to the die roll. The Allied
player rolls a two, modified to a final
three because of the Cloudy weather.
Because three is less than the Allied
NDV of five, the German stack is de‑
tected. To determine how many naval
units and/or air points he can use to
intercept, the Allied player subtracts
the modified die roll of three from the
N D V of five. The difference is t w o .
Thus, he can intercept with no more
than four naval units or air points, or a
combination of both. Thus, he could
intercept any of the following:
' naval units alone (not more than four)

'

airpaints alone (not m o r e than four)

' a naval interception mission of two
naval units and an air interception
mission of t w o air points
° anaval interception mission of three
naval units and an air interception
mission of one air point
' a naval interception mission of one
naval unit and an air interception
mission of three air points

Example #2: Using the same situation
asin Example #1, on amodified die roll
of four or five, the German stack would
still detected, but the Allied player could
only send t w o air points/naval units to
intercept.Onamodified roll of two, the
Allied player could send six air points/
naval units to intercept.
Note: The interceptingnaval and air units
mustbewithin range of the zone where the
detected stack is located.It is crucialto note

Naval units "moving" between the Operational and Strategic Maps cannot be detected
despite spending a Strategic Movement Point because they did not enter a new zone.
Per 1.3 and 8.3:
1.3 Air and naval units that are located in a zone on the Operational Map are
simultaneously located in the corresponding zone on the Strategic Map (and vice versa).
8.3 Moving naval units may be Detected and intercepted in each zone that they enter.
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that a naval unit m u s t bewithin t w o Stra‑
tegic Movement Points of the detected
stack’s zone to beeligible to intercept.
6.2.1 Intercepting With Air Points.
Organize andresolveanAierIission [7.2]
with the intercepting air points. Any air
points that are within range of the sea
zone currently occupied by the stack of
moving naval units can participate. The
air mission is subject to Air Detectionand
Air Interceptionby enemy fighters in its
target zone as usual. It does n o t resolve
Bombing Combat against the enemy na‑
val stack that it is intercepting until after
any Air Combat caused by enemy Air
Interception has been completed.

Note: A maximum of eight air points
can participate in an Air Mission (but
may be limited by the difference be‑
tween the detection die roll and the sea
zone’s NDV). Only one Air Mission
can Intercept each time that an enemy
naval stack is Detected.
6.2.2 Intercepting W i t h Naval Units.
Organize intercepting naval units into a
stack, m o v e it ( i f necessary) to the zone
where the Intercepted enemy stack is lo‑
cated, and resolve Naval Combat against
it. All the rules concerning Naval Move‑
m e n t [8.1] apply normally, except that
intercepting naval units may expend no
more than t w o Strategic Movement Points.

Note: A maximumof six naval units may
move in astack,sono more than six naval
units can Intercept at once. Only one
stack of naval units may Intercept each
time an enemy naval stack is Detected.

An intercepting naval stack is subject to
Detection and Interception in each zone
that it enters, but intercepting naval units
may n o t be Intercepted by enemy naval
units. However, anintercepting naval stack
can beinterceptedby enemy air units; any
Bombing Combat resulting from this air
interception is resolved before the inter‑
cepting naval stack resolves Naval Combat
against the enemy stack it is intercepting.
Note: If a stack of intercepting naval
units starts in the same zone asthe enemy
force that it is intercepting, it cannot
itself be Detected and Intercepted (be‑
cause it has n o t entered a n e w zone).
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6.2.3 Multiple Interceptions. Each time
he Detects a stack of enemy naval units, a
player may Intercept with no more than
one air mission and one naval stack (as‑
suming the difference between his Detec‑
tion Value and his modified detection die
roll is sufficiently large). An intercepting
Air Mission is always resolved before a
stack of intercepting naval units moves.

6.2.4 Naval Interception Restrictions

' During the German and Allied Naval
DetectionPhases,only one attempt may
be made to detect each stack of enemy
naval units at sea.

' An air or naval unit can perform Naval
Interceptiononlyonce perNavalSegment.

' After performing Naval Interception,
surviving air units m u s t land atafriendly
Airbase within their SMA, where they
are placed in the Flown box.

' Navalunits that are movingtoIntercept
detected enemy navalunits cannot them‑
selves be intercepted by other enemy
naval units.

° A naval unit that has already moved
cannot Intercept during the same Naval
Segment.
' A naval unit that has already inter‑
cepted cannot m o v e during the same
Naval Segment.

6.3 Air Detection
Each land and sea zone on both maps has
a German Air Detection Value (ADV)
and an Allied ADV. These are used to
determine whether enemy air missions are
Detected in their target zone.

Exception:The Germany, England,and
Scotland land zones do n o t have ADVs,
because Bombing Combat is n o t al‑
lowed in those zones.
6.3.1Air DetectionProcedure. Air Detec‑
tion may beattemptedwhenever anenemy
air mission enters its target zone (on the
Strategic Map) or hex (on the Operational
Map).To resolve anAir Detectionattempt,
roll a die and apply any appropriate modifi‑
ers from among those listed on the Air

Detection Modifiers Chart. If the modified
die roll result is less than or equal to your
ADV, the enemy air mission is Detected.

6.3.2BritishAntiaircraft Cruisers (CLAs);
British antiaircraft cruisers (which were
equippedwith long-rangeradar equipment)
modify Air Detection die rolls asfollows:

' If anundamaged Antiaircraft Cruiser is
located in a port in Norway, the Allied
player subtracts t w o (‐2) from all Air
Detection die rolls made against Ger‑
man air missions whose targets lie in the
same bex.

' If a stack of naval units that includes an
undamaged Antiaircraft Cruiser is a t ‑
tacked by an enemy Naval Bombing
Mission [7.4] while at sea, the Allied
player subtracts t w o (-2) from his Air
Detection die roll. in the zone with the CLA only

Note: If there are multiple Allied naval
groups in asea zone, the CLA protects only
the units in the group it is stacked with.

The presence of m o r e than one undam‑
aged Antiaircraft Cruiser in port in a land
zone, or in a stack of naval units at sea, has
no additional effect.

6.4 Air Interception
6.4.1 Determining How Many Air Units
Can Intercept.Whenever you successfully
Detect anenemy Air Mission, subtract the
modified die roll from your ADV in the
zone. For each point of difference, t w o

points of friendly fighters can Intercept,
but no m o r e than eight fighter points,
regardless of the difference. If the differ‑
ence between the modified die roll and
your ADV is zero, you may still Intercept
with t w o fighter points.
6.4.2 Restrictions.

' Intercepting fighters m u s t be within
range of the detected air units to per‑
form Air Interception.

' Fighter points that are performing Air
Interception cannot themselves beDe‑
tected and Interceptedbyenemy fighter
points.
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6.4.3 Interception Movement. Friendly
fighter points intercept a detected enemy
air stack by moving from their base on
either map to the zone or hex occupied by
the detected enemy units. Intercepting
fighters can move up to their full Strategic
or Operational Movement Allowance and
do n o t have to move asastack. The Move‑
m e n tAllowance that the interceptingfight‑
ers use to intercept is determined by which

map the detected air stack is on:

' If the target of anAir Interception mis‑
sion is located in azone on the Strategic
Map, fighters use their Strategic Move‑
m e n t Allowance (SMA) to intercept.
' If the target of anAir Interception mis‑
sion is located in a hex on the Opera‑
tional Map, fighters use their Opera‑
tional Movement Allowance (OMA)

to intercept.
Note: If an enemy air mission support‑
ing anAmphibious Assault is detected,
interceptiontakes place in the target hex.

' Fighters based on the Strategic Map
may intercept against units on the Op‑
erational Map usingtheir O M A . Range,
however, is calculated from any hex of
the Operational Map Edge Hex Group
[1.1] that contains the name of the zone
from which the Fighter took off.

Example: Two points of German]u-87s
are detected before they bomb Bergen
(hex 4332). The Allied player has t w o
Skua points based at Scapa Flow. The
Skuas have an O M A of eighteen, which
isjust enough to get them to Bergen.The
Allied player moves the Skuas to hex
4334 (he could also move them to 4233
or 4433). The “Scapa = 16” notation in
that group of red hexes denotes that it
costs sixteen OMPs to enter any of those
hexesby air from Scapa Flow.The Skuas
n o w have only t w o OMPS remaining,
which they expend by moving through
hex 4333 and into 4332, where the inter‑
ception occurs.
6.4.4 Interception Combat. After moving
to the hex or zone occupiedby the detected
enemy stack, intercepting air units per‑
form Air Combat against it [7.3].
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6.4.5 Landing. After a fighter point per‑
forms Air Interception, it m u s t land at any
friendly airbasevvithinitsrange (usingwhich‑
ever Movement Allowance it used for the
Interception).It isthen placedin the “Flown”
portion of that airbase’sor zone’s holdingbox
on the Airbase Display or Strategic Map. It
cannot Intercept again or conduct an Air
Mission for the rest of the turn.

Example: The Allies detect a German
naval stack in the Southern Norwegian
Sea zone and send t w o points of carrier‑
based Skuas to performAir‐Naval Com‑
bat against it. When the Skuas enter the
Southern Norwegian Sea zone the Ger‑
man attempts detection and gets aresult
of one. That is t w o less than the German
ADV of three in the Southern Norwe‑
gian Sea zone, sothe German may inter‑
cept with up to four fighter points.

He decides to intercept with t w o Me‑
109 points (all the fighter points he cur‑
rently has in range) based at Vaernes
Airbase in hex 3018. Because his target is
onthe StrategicMap,hemoves the M E ‑
109 counter from the Vaernes Airbase
Display Ready box o n t o the Trondelag
zone on the Strategic Map,where hewill
begin its Interception Movement.
The Me‐109 has a SMA of one, soit can
only move one zone on the Strategic
Map. Fortunately,the SouthernNorwe‑
gian Sea zone isadjacent to the Trondelag
zone, so the German player moves the
Me‐109 counter there and performs Air
Combat against the enemy Skuas.

After the combat is resolved [see ex‑
ample of Air Combat after 7.3], the
German player moves the Me‐109 back
to the Trondelag zone and places the
unit in the Flown box on the Vaernes
Airbase Display.
Note that if the intercepting units at
Vaernes had beenJu‐88s (with an SMA
of three), theycould have performed the
interception, then moved up to three
Strategic Map zones to landatafriendly
airbase.

7.0 Air Operations
Each air unit may fly one mission per turn,
except during Storm weather, when no air

operations are allowed.

7.1 AirMovement
7.1.1An air unit flies amissionby moving
from its base to a target hex or zone within
its range onone of the maps, performing its
mission (combat, transport, etc. [7.2]), and
moving (again, within its range) back to a
friendly airbase.
7.1.2 Movement Allowances. An air unit
moves using either its Strategic Movement

Allowance (SMA), if its target is on the
Strategic Map, or its Operational Move‑
m e n t Allowance, if its target is on the
Operational Map. These Movement Al‑
lowances designate the maximum range
over which an air unit can fly a to a target.
An air unit may n o t fly to atarget in excess
of these ranges.

Exception:Double‐RangeAir Missions
[7.2.4]
7.1.3AirMovementon the StrategicMap.
Air units whose target is on the Strategic
Map move using their Strategic Move‑
m e n t Allowances, expending one Strategic
Movement Point for each Strategic Map ,theexcluding
zone
zone they enter. Movement is permitted they start
only between zones that share a c o m m o n in.
border; anair unit cannot move diagonally
between zones that m e e t only at a single
point. Including Land/Naval zone borders (Example: a unit can't go directly
from the TROMS land zone to the NORTH CAPE naval zone).

When an air unit that is based in Norway
(on the Operational Map) flies an air mis‑
sion against atarget on the Strategic Map,
begin the missionby placing the air unit in
the Strategic Map landzone that its Airbase
occupies. Then move the air unit from
zone to adjacent zone, using its Strategic
Movement Allowance, until it reaches the
zone occupied by its target.

7.1.4 Air Movement on the Operational
Map. Air units whose target is on the
Operational Map m o v e usingtheir Opera‑
tional Movement Allowances, expending
one Operational Movement Point for each
hex entered. Air units can move freely
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through all terrain types and hexes c o n ‑
taining enemy units and their ZOCs at no

7.2 Air Missions

additional cost.

7.2.1 Types of Air Missions. There are
seven types of air missions:

Air units based on the Strategic Map may
fly o n t o the Operational Map to perform a
mission. Some of the hexes along the edges
of the Operational Map have zone names
and numbers printed in them. These are
called OperationalMap Edge Hex Groups,
and are color-coded on the map edge for
easy identification. The numbers (for ex‑
ample, “Scapa Flow = 16” ) indicate the
quantity of Operational Movement Points
that an air unit based in the named zone
m u s t expend to enter that map edge hex.
An air unit moves normally after flying
o n t o the Operational Map in this way,
expending one Operational Movement
Point for each hex that it enters.
Air units never use Operational Move‑
m e n t Points to move from the Operational
Map to the Strategic Map. They use the
procedure in 7.1.3, instead.
7.1.5 CV‐Launched Missions from Sea
Zones Adjacent to Norway. There will be
situations in which the Allied player may
wish to launch air missions from British
CVs located in a Strategic Map sea zone
that is adjacent to a Norway land zone. In
such instances, place the launched air units
in any sea bex on the Operational Map in
the sea zone occupied by the C V.

Example:A British CV launches aSkua
from the Southern Norwegian Sea zone.
Its target is the Trondheim port hex
(3019). The British player places the
Skua in hex 2722 (the closes all‐sea hex
toTrondheim), and expends four OMPs
to reach Trondheim.

7.1.6 Landing. After an air unit performs
its mission, it m u s t land at any friendly
airbase within its range (using whichever
Movement Allowance it used to fly to the
target’s hex or zone). It is then placed in the
Flown portion of that airbase’s or zone’s
holding box on the Airbase Display or
Strategic Map. It cannot conduct another
Air Mission for the rest of the t u r n .

' Air Combat

Note: An entire stack of naval units in a
port is considered a single target for
purposes of this rule. All the bombers in
an air mission do n o t have to attack the
same naval units, but all the naval units
attacked by a single air mission m u s t be
part of the same stack.

' Air‐Naval Bombing Combat
' Installation Bombing

' Air Support

' Air Transport (German player only)
’ Parachute/AirTransportAssault (Ger‑
man player only)
° Transfer
7.2.2 Air Mission Procedure. Air Mis‑
sions are conducted according to the fol‑
lowing procedure:
a. The active player moves a stack of up to
eight air points to a target hex or zone.
Each moving air unit may expend its fiill
Strategic or Operational Movement Al‑
lowance. Only air points that have n o t
already flown a mission this t u r n may fly
missions.

b. The opposing player may only attempt
to detect an Air Mission in the hex or
zone where its target is located. If the
Air Detection attempt succeeds, the
detecting player mayperformAir Inter‑
ception. Onlyfighter points that are n o t
Flown are eligible to Intercept. The
number of fighter points that may I n ‑
tercept is governed by the difference
between the detection die roll and the
ADV in the zone the target occupies
[6.4.1]; a maximum of eight fighter
points may participate.

c. If Air Interception occurs, resolve Air
Combat [7.3].
d. Each enemy fighter point that per‑
formed Air Interception n o w moves a
second time up to the limit of its Stra‑
tegic or Operational MovementAllow‑
ance. By the end of this movement, all
interceptingunits m u s t land atfriendly‑
controlled airbases, where they are
placed in the Flown portion of the
airbases’ Holding Boxes. Those that
cannot are eliminated.
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e. If any bombers remain in the Air Mis‑
sion after Air Combat has been resolved,
the active player identifieswhich specific
target in the hex or zone he will attack

‐

f. Bombing or Air Support Combat is re‑
solved ar air transports drop/unloadtheir
cargo (AirTransport Missions,and Para‑
chute and Air Transport Assaults).
g. Eachunit participatingin the air mission
moves asecond time up to the limit of its
Operational Movement Allowance. By
the end of this movement, all units m u s t
landatfriendly‐controlled airbases,where
they are placed in the Flown portion of
the airbases’ Holding Boxes. Those that
cannot are eliminated.

Exception: Air units that are flying
Double-Range Missions [7.2.4] cannot
move asecond time. They m u s t land at
an airbase in the same hex or zonewhere
their mission’s target was located.
7.2.3 Forming Up Air Missions During
Movement.An air mission stack may pick
up additional air units by passing through
the hex(es) or zone(s) where they are based
while heading toward its target hex or
zone. However, no m o r e than eight air
points may ever participate in a single air
mission and no unit may exceed its Opera‑
tional or Strategic Movement Allowance.

7.2.4 Double‐RangeAirMissions.When
flying against targets on the Operational
Map, any air unit may fly aDouble‐Range
Air Mission. Some units that participatein
anair mission may fly Double‐Range Mis‑
sions and others may n o t .

An air unit that is flying aDouble‐Range
Mission may m o v e up to twice its printed
Operational Movement Allowance. How‑
ever, it may n o t move asecond time during
Step g. of the Air Mission Procedure\
[7.2.1]. In effect, this means that the air
unit m u s t land at an airbase in the hex
where it conducted its mission; if it cannot
do so, it is eliminated.

‐

‐
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An air unit that is flying aDouble‐Range
mission may perform Air Transport As‑
sault missions.
7.2.5 (Optional Rule) Alternate Double‑
RangeAir Mission Computation. By m u ‑
tual agreement, whenever an air mission is
targeted for ahex on the Operational Map,
the air units may expend more than their
printed one way O M A (as long asthey land
at a friendly airbase without exceeding their
combined two‐way O M A total).

Example: The German player wants to
bombard the port of Andalesnes (hex
3325) with Ju‐88 points based in the
Germany zone on the Strategic Map.
The O M P distance from Germany to
Andalesnes is forty‐two hexes (seven‑
teen hexes to the Germany Map Edge
Hex 5825 and twenty five Operational
map hexes to Andalesnes). The normal
O M A of aJu-88 is thirty‐five points.
The German player doubles this figure
to 70, because aJu‐88 can expend up to
thirty‐five OMPs to reach a target hex
and expend a further thirty‐five OMPs
t o r e t u r n t o base. The German player
subtracts the forty‐two OMPs required
to reach Andalesnes from the seventy
OMPs available, leaving twenty‐eight
OMPs for returningto afriendly airbase.
The Ju‐88s expend fifteen of the r e ‑
maining twenty‐eight OMPs and r e ‑
t u r n to base at Fornebu (hex 4820).
Note: Modified double‐range air mis‑
sions are n o t allowed if there are insuf‑
ficient OMPs remaining to allow air
units to reach afriendly airbase from the
target hex.

nizing Air Combat . After Consolidation
[1.5], both players place all their participat‑
ing air units on the Air-Naval Combat Dis‑
play, and organize the combat asfollows:

a. Interceptors detected.
1. The defendingplayer places any of his
air units in the #1 space on his side of
the Display, and the intercepting
player then assigns one of his fighters
to attack it byplacing the fighter unit
in the #1 space on his side.

2. The intercepting player places any
unallocated defending air unit in the
#2 space on the opposite side of the
Display, and then assigns one of his
fighters to attack it by placing the
fighter unit in'the#2 space onbis side.
3. This process continues,with the play‑
ers alternately choosing which de‑
fending air unit is placed in the n e x t
open box until either there are no
unallocated defending units remain‑
ing, or the attacker has no fighters
left. Thus, the defending player de‑
cides which of his units go into the
#1 and #3 spaces, and the intercept‑
ing player decides which are put in
the #2 and #4 spaces.

b. Interceptorsundetected.The process in
paragraph (a) above is reversed. The
attacker chooses the first defending unit
and all odd numbered defenders there‑
after. The defender chooses the second
defending unit and all even numbered
defenders thereafter.
7.3.2 When One Side Has More Units.

Air Combat occurs whenever anAir Mission
is lntercepted during the Naval or Opera‑
tions Segment. Amaximum of sixteen points
mayparticipatein asingle Air Combat (eight
points in the Air Mission,plus eight points of
intercepting fighters). The interceptors are
always the attackers.
'

a. If the attacker has more fighters than
there are defending units, he can use the
excess to double up against defending
units. No m o r e than t w o air units may
ever fight a single enemy air unit, soif
the attacker still has unused fighters left
after he has doubled up against all de‑
fending units, the excess cannot partici‑
pate in that Air Combat.

7.3.1OrganizingAir Combat. When inter‑
cepting fighters enter a zone or target hex
occupied by an air mission, the air mission
player attempts to detect them using normal
detection procedure. Whether the intercep‑
tors are detected or undetected affects orga‑

b. If the defender has unattacked fighters
left after all the attacker’s fighters have
been allocated, he can use the excess to
double up against attacking fighters. If
an attacking fighter has been allocated
to fire at a defending bomber, the de‑

7.3 Air Combat
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fender can allocate only one of his excess
fighter units to fire at it (because no
more than t w o air units can ever fight a
single enemy air unit).
7.3.3 ResolvingAir Combat. After anAir
Combat has been organized, both sides’
fighters fire once at the enemy units they
are matched‐up against (transports and
bombers cannot fire). The attacker always
fires first; but because all Air Combat is
simultaneous, no damage is applied to de‑
fending fighters until after they fire.

To resolve an Air Combat fire, consult the
Air Combat Table and cross‐reference the
firing unit’s Air Combat Factor with the
target unit’s Air Combat Factor to deter‑
mine the H i t Number. Roll a die and add
the WeatherModifier ( i fany). If the modi‑
fied die roll resultis less than or equal to the
H i t Number, one air point is eliminated
from the target unit.
t w o fighter units are firing at a single
enemy air unit, their fire is resolved simul‑
taneously. Thus, if the first shot eliminates
one point from a two‐point air unit, the
second shot does n o t use the Air Combat
Factorprinted onthe target unit’s reduced‑
strength side. If the first shot eliminates a
one‐point unit, the second shot is wasted.

If

There is only one round of fire in Air
Combat. After that round has been c o m ‑
pleted, the intercepting air units Return to
Base, and the intercepted air units may
perform their mission.
Example: Two He‐111 points and t w o
Me‐110 points are intercepted by t w o
Skua points. The German rolls to detect
the interceptingSkuas andfails. Thus, the
Allied player gets to choose the first e n ‑
gagement, and places the He-111s in the
German“1” space onthe Air‐Naval Com‑
bat Display opposite the Skuas in his o w n
“1” space. The German player,because he
has more air units than the Allied player,
places his Me‐ llOs in the space to the
right of the “1” space on his side of the
Display. The Me‐110s will get to fire at
the Skuas, but because the German failed
to detect them, the Skuas penetrated the
fighter screen to fire at the He‐111s.

The Allied player cross‐references the
Skuas’ Air Combat Factor (ACF) of
t w o with the He‐1115’ ACF of one
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(boxed,sothey cannot r e t u r n fire) to get
a H i t Number of three. The weather is
Clear, sothere is no weather DRM. He
rolls a one, inflicting one hit on the He‑
111. The German player flips the He‑
111 unit to its one‐point side.

The German player n o w fires at the
Skuas with his M e ‐ l105.The H i t Num‑
ber is three (attacker ACF of three;
defender ACF of two). He rolls athree,
so one Skua point is eliminated.
The Air Combat isfinished. The Allied
player immediately performs r e t u r n to
basewith the Skuas. The German player,
having lost half of his bomber force,
decides n o t to continue the mission,
and returns to base as well.

7.4 Naval Bombing Combat
7.4.1When NavalBombing Combat Oc‑
curs. Air Naval Bombing Combat may
occur in t w o different circumstances:

a. Friendlybombers perform Naval Inter‑
ception against enemy naval units dur‑
ing the Naval Segment.
bl Friendly bombers bomb enemy naval
units in aporfhex during anOperations
Segment.
7.4.2 Restrictions. Naval Bombing mis‑
sions cannot be flown against targets in the
Scotland, England, and Germany Strate‑
gic Map zones (which is why there are no
ADVs printed in those zones).
7.4.3 Procedure. The same procedure is
used to resolve Naval Bombing Combat
against naval units that are at sea and those
that are in a port. In either case:
a. The defender takes all his naval units in
the target group and places them in the
spaces onhis side of the Air‐Naval Com‑
bat Display (startingwith the #1 space).

b. The attacker then allocates each of his
bomber units to attack a specific naval
unit by placing it in a space opposite
that which is occupied by the target
naval unit. There is no limit to the
number of bomber units that may be
allocated to attack a single naval unit;
every bomber point present could con‑
ceivably go after the same target.
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Exception: Bombers cannot be allo‑
cated to bomb Landing Craft. How‑
ever, anLC point isautomatically elimi‑
nated if the AP point that is carrying it

their AA Factors reduced due to damage
inflictedbyadifferent bomber unit in the
same Air Mission. If one or both of the
naval units adjacent to atarget unit have
been sunk, their AA Factors are n o t
added to that of the target unit (you do
not add the AA Factor of the next closest
naval unit on that side).
'

is eliminated.

c. Bombers that are attacking naval units
do n o t have to Consolidate [1.5] I n ‑
deed, the attacking player may choose
to break atwo‐point bomber unit down
into t w o one‐point units sothat it could
attack t w o dyferent naval targets. How‑
ever, all bomber points attacking the
same navalunit m u s t consolidate. Thus,
if t w o Ju‐88 points are bombing the
same ship, they m u s t consolidate into a
single two~point unit.

g. The attacking player rolls adie for each
bomber unit that is attacking aparticular
target and adds theWeather andAntiair‑
craft Modifiers ( i f appropriate). If the
modifieddie rollresult isless than or equal
to the bomber’s Naval Bombing Factor,
the target navalunit suffers one hit. How‑
ever, if the modified result is zero, and the
attacking bomber unit’s Naval Bombing
Factoristwo or more, the target navalunit
suffers a Critical H i t [10.1.1].

. After allbombers have been allocated and I
targets are selected,NavalBombingCom‑
bat is resolved against the target units one
atatime in any order the attackingplayer
desires. All attacks against a single naval
unit are resolvedat the same time (that is,
all attacks against one naval unit m u s t be
resolvedbeforeany canberesolvedagainst
another target unit).

Note: If t w o or more bomber units are
attacking the same naval unit, and one
of them sinks it before the rest get to
attack, the remainder cannot be reallo‑
cated to bomb another target. In effect,
their attacks are wasted.

e. Before Naval Bombing Combat is r e ‑
solved, the defender conducts anti‐air‑

Note: If the target naval unit is located
in aport hex, subtract one (‐1) from the
Naval Bombing Combat die roll.
Note: It is possible that the Weather
modifier will make it impossible for
certain types of bombers to hit some (or
any) targets. This is intentional, and it
applies to all Bombing Missions.

7.5 Installation Bombing
The target of an Installation Bombing
mission is a hex containing an enemy
airbase, railroad, port, coast artillery bat‑
-‘ tery, or a stack of SP and/ or ASP markers.

craft fire against each bomber unit that is
attacking the target naval unit. He does
this by adding the Antiaircraft (AA) Fac‑
tors of the target unit and the naval units
that are lined up on either side of it (the
unit on the top end of the line is consid‑
ered to be n e x t to the unit on the bottom
end, andviceversa) androllingadie.If the
die roll result is less than or equal to the
total of the AA Factors, add o n e (+1) to
that bomber unit's (and only that bomber
unit’s) Naval Bombing Combat die roll.
Antiaircraft Fire is conducted against all 4
the bombers that are attackingaparticular
naval unit before any of them resolve
Naval Bombing Combat.

. If a naval unit is hit in Naval Bombing
Combat, the eEects are applied immedi‑
ately. Thus, it is possible that the naval
units on either side of a target maylhave

7.5.1Procedure. After any Interceptionis
resolved, each bomber attacks separately.
For each attacking unit (and these units
must Consolidate [1.5]), roll the die and
add the Weather modifier ( i f any). If the
modified die roll result is less than or equal
to the bomber’s InstallationBombingFac‑
tor, the target suffers one hit.
Note: If the target Installation is situ‑
ated in a port hex containing enemy
navalunits whose total Antiaircraft Fac‑
t o r is t w o or greater, add one (+1) to the
Installation Bombing Combat die roll.

7.5.2 Night Bombing.Wellington, Whit‑
ley, and Hampden air units may bomb
airbases and ports (only) at night. To con‑
duct a night bombing mission, simply de‑
clare that you are doing sowhenever you
Rule Book
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begin organizing an air mission. This is
resolved exactly like a normal Installation
Bombing mission except:
a. The mission cannot beDetectedor In‑

tercepted.
b. Add one (+1) to the InstallationBomb‑
ing Combat die roll.

7.6 Air Support
Air Support missions against land units are
fundamentally different than those that are
sent against installations or naval units
because the attacking bombers do n o t in‑
flict hits upon their targets. Instead, air
units that successfully provide Air Support
contribute a favorable D R M to friendly
units in combat in the mission’s target hex.

7.6.1WhenTheyCanBeFlown.Air Sup‑
port Missions may be flown during either
the Air Mission Phase (for Air Support to

land combats or Parachute/Air Transport
Assault) or the Naval Movement Phase
(for Air Support of Amphibious Assaults).
7.6.2 Restrictions.Air Support is n o t avail‑
able to the attacker or defender in Overrun
[1 1.7] combat.

7.6.3 Procedure.
a. After any Air Combat caused by enemy
interceptionhas beenresolved,the player.
who is conducting the mission rolls a
die for each participating bomber unit
that has an Air Support Factor (adding
the weather DRM, if any).

b. If the result is less than or equal to the
unit’s Air Support Factor, the bomber
contributes one point to the friendlyAir
Support total for that combat.

7.7 Air Transport
Air Transports can carry non‐Motorized
infantry and Mountain artillery units, and
Supply andAir Supply Point markers,from
one area of the Operational Map to an‑
other, or between the Operational Map
and the Strategic Map. As shown on the
Transport Chart, each air transport point
has aWeight Capacity of one‐half. It takes
one Air Transport point to transport one
infantry company, one mountain artillery
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Land units that have been Air Transported
can't move in the turn they are Air
Transported because the Land Movement
Phase comes before the Air Mission Phase.

battery,or one ASP. It takes t w o Air Trans‑
port Points t o transport one n o n ‐m o t o r ‑
mountain arized infantry battalion,step,
oneone
mountain
ar‑
tillery battalion step, or one SP.

An air transport point and the unit, SP, or
'ASP that it is to transport m u s t begin the
Air Mission Phase located at the same
friendly airbase. However, aland unit, SP,
or ASP that moved during the Movement
Phase cannot be air transported in the
immediately following Air Mission Phase.

7.7.1 Air Transport Procedure. An Air!
Transport mission is conducted exactly like
a normal Air Mission, except that it is
flown to and lands atafriendly airbase. The
enemy player can attempt to Detect and
Interceptatransport mission before it lands.
After InterceptionandAir Combat ( i fany),
the transport points land at the airbase and
disembark their land units and/ or supply
point markers. The transports then have
the option of either stayingat the airbase or
flying back to another one (as usual).

parachute into any hex occupied byafriendly
land unit. This is resolved like a normal Air
Transport mission in all other respects.

7.8 Parachute Assault
Airborne units have the special ability to
conduct Parachute Assaults. A Parachute
Assault is conducted exactly like an Air
Transport mission except that:
° Only airborne infantry units may be
transported.

Exception:MountainTroop Parachute
' Assault [7.8.3].
' Insteadofbeinglandedatfriendly airbase,
the airborne units jump into a target hex.
Only a hex that contains a port, an air‑
field, or afriendly land unit with a De‑
fense Factor greater than zero may be the
target of an Parachute Assault.
'

units.

Exception #1: An Air Transport mis‑
sion may attempt to land at an enemy‑
controlled airfield by conducting anAir
Transport Assault [7.8.4].

Exception #2: Air transports that fly
Double‐Range [7.2.4] Air Transport
missions m u s t remain at the airbase to
which they flew the mission.

Note: Air Transport missions may be
flown to and from anairbase that is in an
enemy Z O C aslong asafriendly land
unit that is n o t being transported and
has a Defense Factor greater than zero
occupies the hex.
Land units that have been air transported
may attack Without restriction in the im‑
mediately following Land Combat Phase.

7.7.2 A i r Transport and A i r Combat
Losses. If a transported unit is carried by
one Air Transport point, it is eliminated if
that Air Transport point is eliminated. If a
transported unit is carriedbytwo AirTrans‑
port points, it is eliminated only if bothAir
Transport points are eliminated.
7.7.3 ParachutedSupplyMissions. Instead
of unloading a transported Supply Point
(SP) or Air Supply Point (ASP) at an
airbase, an air transport may drop it by

The target hex may contain enemy land

'

The air transport points cannot land in
the target hex even if it contains an
airbase. Thus, you cannot fly a Double‑
Range Parachute Assault Mission u n ‑
less the optional method [7.2.5] is used.

7.8.1DisruptionCheck. When anairborne
unit conducts aParachute Assault, roll adie
and apply any relevant modifiers asshown
on the DisruptionTable. Locate the modi‑
fied die roll result on the applicable eligible
hex column of the Disruption Table to
determine whether the assaulting unit suf‑
fers any i l l effects [see Disruption Table].

Example: A German airborne infantry
company isconductingaParachute As‑
sault against Vaernes Airfield (hex
3018). Although there are no Allied
ground units in the hex, the Disruption
Check die rollwill bemodifiedby‐3 for
the Rough terrain in the hex. The die
roll is four, reduced to one by the ‐3
DRM. The unoccupied eligible hex
column is consulted. The airborne c o m ‑
pany is disrupted.
7.8.2 Parachute Assaults and Land Com‑
bat. If an airborne unit that is conducting
aParachute Assault jumps into a hex that

Doe the air units performing an Air Transport mission use any of the Airbase Capacity? For
example, would only 16 Air Transport Points be able to use Fornebu in a turn, or could an
unlimited of of Air Transport Points use the Airfield? What if the Airfield has the maximum
number of air units already stacked there?
Rules specifically say (next page, center) that Airbase Capacity cannot be exceeded when
performing an Air Transport Assault, so regular Air Transport probably doesn't count
against the Airbase Capacity unless the Air Transport stays at the Airbase.
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contains an enemy ground unit with a
Defense Factor greater than zero, combat
is resolved immediately.

Note: If Air Transport Assault is also
occurring in the target hex, combat is
resolved after the air transported units
roll for disruption.

Combat is resolved using the land combat
procedure [12.1].

If the side that is attacking in a Parachute
Assault suffers any adverse Combat Result,
at least one step ofAssaulting units m u s t be
eliminated. Furthermore, if all the defend‑
ing enemy units are neither eliminated nor
forced to retreat, all the Assaulting units
must Retreat one bex in additionto tbe comaat

result. If they cannot, they are eliminated
instead. Units that conducted a Parachute
Assault cannot Advance After Combat.

Note: Retreatingunits that conducted a
Parachute Assault ignore the ZOCs of
enemy units located in the hex they
assaulted.

7.8.3 MountainTroop ParachuteAssaults

DesignNote:In lateMay of]940, when the
Germans were desperate to strengtben tbeir
isolatedgarrison at Nar-vik but badfew air‑
borne troops available, several companies of
mountain troops were given a quick course in
pararbutinganddroppedin asreinforcements.

The German player may conduct t w o Para‑
chute Assaults per game using mountain
infantry companies, but n o n e may be c o n ‑
ducted before the May #1 t u r n . They are
resolved exactly like normal Parachute
Assaults in all respects except that am o u n ‑
tain infantry company is transported in‑
stead of an airborne infantry company.
7.8.4 Air Transport Assault. Air' trans‑
ports may attempt to land only at enemy‑

controlled airbases. This is resolved exactly
like a Parachute Assault except that:
'

Only non-motorized infantry units may
participate.

' If atransported unit suffers disruption,
one of the air transport points that is
carrying it iseliminated. For each trans‑
ported step eliminated by the Disrup‑
tion Check, eliminate the t w o air trans‑
port points that are carrying i t .
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° The Attack Factors of all Air Transport
Assaulting units are halved (rounding
down). If some units perform an Air
Transport Assault while others conduct
a Parachute Assault, the former units I
will be halved and the latter will n o t .
Air transport units that conduct an Air
Transport Assault m u s t remain at the air‑
field where they land their troops until the
assault is completed. Furthermore, if the
airbase hex is n o t cleared of all enemy units
with Defense Factors greater than zero by
the end of the assault, all friendly air units
located there are immediately eliminated.
If the airbase becomes German-controlled,
the transport units may remain or perform
the Return to Base segment of their Air
Mission.
Note: Airfield Basing Capacity cannot
be exceeded when performing an Air
Transport Assault.
Note: If there are no enemy ground units
with Defense Factors greater than zero
present in the same hex as an enemy‑
controlled airfield, the first unit that c o n ‑
ducts anAirborne or Air Transport As‑
sault and survives its Disruption Check
automatically converts the airfield to
friendly control. Other units and/or sup‑
ply point markers may immediately be‑
gin landing there using the normal Air
Transport Mission procedure.

8.0 Naval Operations
8.1 Naval Movement
Except for units that perform Naval Re‑
during a Land Combat Phase, naval
units may only move during the Naval
Segment. Anaval unit expends one Strate‑
treat

gic MovementPoint for each sea zone that
it enters.

Moving naval units may be Detected and
lntercepted in eacb zone that they e n t e r.
After each Naval Combat and/or Naval
Bombing mission that results from an I n ‑
terception has been resolved to comple‑
tion, any surviving naval units in the inter~
cepted stack may resume moving ( i f they
have unexpended Strategic Movement
' Points remaining).
7.9 Transfer Missions
During a friendly Air Mission Phase, air units may transfer from one
friendly-controlled airbase without flying a Bombing, Air Transport,
Air Assault or Air Combat mission. The air unit(s) simply fly to the
new base using normal or Double Range air movement exactly as in
any other mission. ASPs must be expended normally for any units
beginning movement on the Operational map, and they may be detected
and intercepted normally.

8.1.1 Naval Movement Restrictions

' A naval unit may m o v e only once per
Naval Segment, and a naval unit that
performs Naval Interception is consid‑
ered to have moved.
'

I f a snip (not an AP, D D , TB, SB, or
Sloop unit) isdamagedwhile moving, it _
m u s t immediately stop moving in the
zone where it was damaged.

° No more than six naval units (not points)
may move in a single group (that is,
stack). Additional units may notbepicked
up in zones that a moving stack enters.
° Naval units that begin the friendly Na‑
val Movement Phase in different ports
may move asastack only if the ports are
accessible from the same sea zone [8.1.3].
8.1.2 Splitting and Combining Naval
Groups.A stack of naval units may split up
into t w o or more stacks at any point during
its movement, and each of the n e w groups
may continue moving asa separate entity.
Furthermore, a two‐point naval unit may
break up (that is, de‐Consolidate; see 1.5)
into t w o one‐point units if the t w o n e w
units join different groups.

If

t w o or m o r e friendly naval stacks are at
sea in the same zone and neitlyer of them bas

movea’, the stacks may becombined and/ or
naval units switched between them when‑
ever they have an opportunity to move or
perform Naval Interception.

Any at‐sea naval units may recombine into
n e w naval stacks during the Repair Phase
of

each turn.

8.1.3 Entering the Operational Map. A
naval unit that is located in a sea zone is
always placed on the Strategic Map unless
it executes a mission [8.1.4] on the Opera‑
tional Map.

It costs a moving naval unit one Strategic
Movement Point to m o v e from the Strate‑
gic Map to the Operational Map and per‑
form a mission.

A naval unit may only performamission to
an Operational Map Land zone that is
adjacent to the Sea Zone the naval unit
occupies. Stavanger, for instance, is acces‑
sible only from the Norwegian Leads sea
Rule Book
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zone, even though the Hordaland zone

(where it is located) also borders on the

Jutland sea zone.
When anaval unit performs amission, the
owning player m u s t trace an unbroken
path of partial‐sea and/orpartial-fjordhexes
from an all‐sea hex in the sea zone to the
hex that his naval units are moving to. If
any hex(es) along the path are guarded by
enemy coast artillery batteries, the naval
unit triggers Coast Artillery Fire [9.1].
8.1.4 Naval Missions. Naval units may
enter the Operational map to perform the
following missions:

'

enter

afriendly‐controlled port

'

initiate Naval Combat in a Port [8.3]

'

conduct a Naval Bombardment [8.7.2]

‘ Naval units that conduct a Naval Bom‑
bardment m u s t retreat immediately af‑
t e r it has been resolved.

° Naval units in the Naval Gunfire Sup‑
port box m u s t retreat immediately after
the Land Combat that they are sup‑
porting has been resolved.

' If an Amphibious Assault fails to re‑
move all enemy landunits with Defense
Factors greater than zero from the port

hex being attacked, all participating
naval units must immediately retreat.

' Naval units that attack during Naval
Combat in a Port m u s t immediately
retreat if they Disengage [8.2.4].
Note: Allied BBS and BCs must always
Retreat after performing a mission; they
cannot base at a port in

Norway.

navalunit (whereas in Air Combat, amaxi‑
of t w o air units may fight a single
enemy air unit).
mum

8.2.2 Resolving Naval Combat. Naval
Combat isresolvedidenticallyto Air Com‑
bat (including that all fires are resolved
simultaneously), except that the firing unit’s
Naval Attack Factor is cross‐referenced
with the target unit’s Naval Defense Factor
on the Naval Combat Table to determine
the H i t Number‐and different modifiers
apply [Air‐Naval Combat Display]. If the
modified result is zero and the H i t Num‑
ber is t w o or more the target naval unit
suffers a Critical H i t [10.1.1].

A naval unit whose NavalAttack Factor is
printed in red is armed with torpedoes.
Only a naval unit that has torpedoes can
fire if the H i t Number is printed in bold,
italic type.

' conduct Amphibious Assault [8.6]
‘ provide Naval Gunfire Support [8.4]

Except for Naval Gunfire Support all of
the above missions are declared and per‑
formed during the Naval Movement Seg‑
m e n t . Units which perform Naval Gunfire
Support missions move o n t o the Opera‑
tional Map during the Naval Movement
Segment and are placed inthe Gunfire
Support box of the sea zone they occupy.
They remain in the box “on call” until
either

' they provide Naval Gunfire Support
[8.4] to a combat in a coastal hex in the‑

adjacent land zone later in the turn, or
' they Retreat from the box during the
Repair Phase.
Note: CVs do n o t execute missions on
the Operational Map; however, their
aircraft do fly air missions o n t o the

Operational Map.
8.1.5 Naval Retreat. Naval units that per‑
form missions (but do n o t remain in a
friendly Norwegian port hex) m u s t retreat
into the bordering sea zone when they have
completed their mission. Naval Retreat
can neither be detected n o r intercepted,
although retreatingunits may trigger Coast
Artillery Fire [9.1]. Naval units m u s t c o n ‑
duct Naval Retreat under the following
circumstances:
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8.2 Naval Combat
Naval combat may take place in t w o differ‑
e n t sets of circumstances:

' Friendly naval units Intercept enemy
naval units during the friendly Naval
Detection Phase or the enemy Naval
Movement Phase.

' Friendly navalunits declare NavalCom‑
bat against enemy naval units that are
located in a port during the friendly
Naval Movement Phase.

Important Note: Friendly naval units
cannot initiate Naval Combat against
enemy naval units at sea during the
friendly Naval Movement Phase (al‑
though they may attackthemin enemy‑
controlled ports).
8.2.1 Organizing Naval Combat. After
Consolidation [1.5], both players place all
of their participating naval units'on the
Air‐Naval Combat Display. Naval Com~
bat is organized exactly like Air Combat
(treatAP, LC, andTanker units like bomb‑
ers, and all other units like fighters). If one
player has m o r e naval units (not including
APs, LCs, and Tankers) than his oppo‑
n e n t does, he-can allocate the excess to
attack enemy naval units in any way he
desires. Any number of excess naval units
can be allocated to attack a single enemy

8.2.3 Multi-Round Naval Combat. A
Naval Combat may continue for any n u m ‑
ber of rounds, each of which is organized
and resolved asdescribed in the t w o pre‑
ceding sections. Therefore, the players
Consolidate their naval points and assign
n e w targets ( i f desired) at the beginningof
each round. A Naval Combat ends only
when either all the units on one side have
been eliminated orone or both sides With‑
draw.

8.2.4 Withdrawing From Naval Combat.
A player may declare that his naval units
are Withdrawing just before combat is
organized during any round ofNaval Com‑
bat, including the first. Each player takes
one of the Stay-Withdraw chits and places
it on the tabletop, concealing which side of
the chit is facing upwards with his hand.
When bothplayers have madetheir choices,
they simultaneously lift their hands to re‑
veal whether their naval units are going to
Stay or Withdraw. If both players With‑
draw, then the combat immediately ends
(that is, nofurther rounds of naval combat
are resolved).

If only one side Withdraws, another round
is resolved as usual, except that t w o is
added (+2) to all Naval Combat die rolls.
At the end of the round compare the Stra‑
tegic Movement Allowances (SMAs) of all
the Withdrawing naval units to the SMA
of the slowest enemy naval unit.
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° Units whose SMAs are greater than or
equal to the SMA of the slowest enemy
unit may Withdraw immediately.

' Withdrawing units whose SMAs are
less than the SMA of the slowest enemy
unit m u s t fight one m o r e round (with a
+2modifier applied to all die rolls). The
naval combat automatically ends at the
conclusion of that round.

Withdrawing units Whose SMAs are
greater than or equal to that of the slowest
enemy naval unit may choose to stay for
another round of naval combat gft/yere are
otberfriendly naval units tbat must doso. If
some naval units Withdraw at the end of
one round, and others have to wait until the
end of the next, the Withdrawing force is
split into t w o separate naval stacks when it
returns to the Strategic Map sea zone.

Units that Withdraw from a naval combat
do n o t actually move, but are simply placed
back in the zone (or port) where the c o m ‑
bat took place. Moving naval units that
were intercepted may resume moving if
they have unexpended SMPs remaining.

8.3 Naval Combat in a Port
A naval stack may initiate Naval Combat
against enemy naval units located in an
enemy-controlled port simply by declaring
its intent, and expending one Strategic
Movement Point to enter the port. If the
port is guarded by enemy coast artillery,
each attacking naval unit will trigger Coast
Artillery Fire [9.1].
8.3.1 Resolving Naval Combat in a Port.
Naval Combat in a Port is organized and
resolved exactly like Naval Combat, except
asfollows:

° Two is subtracted (‐2) from all the Na‑
val Combat die rolls.

' Units of both sides may fire at any
enemy unit in the combat (unlike n o r ‑
mal Naval Combat, in which a unit
would have to fire at the first enemy
naval unit matched up against it). All
fire is simultaneous.
All fire must be declared before any is resolved?
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Note: Players may find it helpful to use
H i t markers to keep track of hits until
the end of a given round, when all
damage is applied.
‘ The side that was attacked in a Port
cannot Withdraw [8.2.4].

' If the attacking stack Withdraws from
the combat, it automatically conducts
Naval Retreat [8.1.5] into the border‑
ing sea zone.
'

If a German combat ship or DD point
is sunk in a German‐controlled port,
the German player may be able to place
a Naval Infantry Battalion in the port
hex [15.4].

8.3.2 Post-Combat Options. If a group of
attacking naval units eliminates all of the
enemy naval units involvedin Naval Com‑
bat in a Port, it m u s t then choose from
among the following options:

° Conduct Naval Retreat [8.1.5].
'

If the port contains no enemy land units
with Defense Factors greater than zero,
the naval group may remain in the port
hex after unloading a friendly land unit
that has a Defense Factor greater than
zero (thus gaining control of the port).

' Declare an Amphibious Assault [8.5]
against the port, which assumes that at
least one naval unit in the group is
transporting land units.
° Conduct aNavalBombardment against
a target in the port hex, after which it
m u s t perform Naval Retreat [8.1.5].

° Declarethat itwillprovideNaval Gunfire
Support to friendly land units that will
attack the hex during the friendly Land
Combat Phase.The unit is then placed in
the Gunfire Support box of the Opera‑
tional Map in the sea zone that borders
the port. After their Gunfire Support has
been resolved later in the turn, the naval
units will have to perform Naval Retreat.

8.4 Naval Gunfire Support
A l l naval units that have Support Factors
printed on their counters may try to aid
friendly troops that are engaged in Land
Combat by performing Naval Gunfire
Support.

8.4.1 Naval Gunfire Support Eligibility.
Naval units may perform Naval Gunfire
Support underthe following circumstances:
° Duringthe enemy’s LandCombat Phase,
friendly naval units that occupy port
hexes that are under ground attack may

perform Naval Gunfire Support.
° Duringthefiiendly LandCombat Phase,
naval units locatedin a Gunfire Support
box may provide NavalGunfire Support.
A naval unit may support any one c o m ‑
bat in acoastal hex of the land zone that

is adjacent to the sea zone it occupies.

' During the Naval Movement Phase,
naval units locatedin a Gunfire Support
box may provide Naval Gunfire Sup‑
port to any Amphibious Assault in the
land zone that is adjacentto the sea zone
it occupies.
8.4.2 Naval Gunfire Support Resolution.
NavalGunfire Supportisresolvedduring Step
#3 of the Land Combat Procedure [12.1].
Roll a die for each firiendly naval unit that is
performing Naval Gunfire Support. If the
result is less than or equal to the its Support
Factor, the unit contributes one point to your
Naval Gunfire Support Total. Thus, your
NavalGunfire SupportTotal equals the n u m ‑
ber of friendly naval units that successfully
performed Naval Gunfire Support.

8.5 Naval Transport
AP points, combat ships, Sloop, and DD
points can transportland units, Supply Points
(SPs), and Air Supply Points (ASPs) across
sea zones, into/through partial‐Sea hexes,
and along/ across Fjord hexsides during the
NavalSegment. As shown onthe Transport
Chart, a Combat Ship, Sloop, or AP point
has a Weight Capacity of one, and a DD
point has aWeight Capacity of two.
Note: German TB points and S‐Boat
units cannot perform Naval Transport.

Exception:ALanding Craft (LC) point
may be carried without

cost

by an AP

point that is already carrying other cargo.
8.5.1 Naval Transport Procedure. At the
beginningof the friendly NavalMovement
Phase, anavalunit can loadanylandunit(s),
SPs, and/ or ASPs that are located in the
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same port. Place the land unit (or SP or

ASP marker) underneaththe transporting
naval unit to show that it has been loaded
aboard. A naval unit may move normally
during the same Naval Movement Phase
that itloads land unit(s), SPs, and/orASPs.
If atransporting naval unit stops movingin
a friendly-controlled port, it may unload
the land unit(s), SP3, and/ or ASPs that it is
carrying. However, the number of naval
units that may unload in aport islimitedby
[5.2.2].
its Unloading Capacity [4.3].

Exception:A naval unit may unload its
cargo in an enemy‐controlled port if the
port is either empty or occupied solely
by enemy supply points and/or Trucks.
Land unit(s), SP5, and/ or ASPs that were
carried by Naval Transport during the Na‑
val Segment may move and fight normally
during the following friendly Operations
Segment.
Note: A naval unit that is conducting
NavalTransport adds one (+1) to its die
roll when resolving Antiaircraft Fire
[7.4.3] orwhen firing in Naval Combat.

8.5.2NavalTransport and Combat Losses
If anaval unit is completely eliminated,
all land unit steps, SP5, or ASPs that it
is transporting are also eliminated.

If aShip is damaged oratwo‐point naval
unit loses apoint While performing naval
transport, the owning player m u s t elimi‑
nate sufficient land unit steps, SPs, or
ASPs so that the unit’s new, reduced
Weight Capacity is n o t exceeded.

If an AP point that is carrying an LC
point is eliminated, the LC point is also
eliminated.
8.5.3 Tankers and Naval Transport. The
five German tankers (AOs) may only trans‑
p o r t Air Supply Points, although they can
carry up to six ASPs at a time. Tankers are
loaded and unloaded exactly like any other
kind of naval unit.
8.5.1 CLARIFICATION: The exception in this rule which permits
naval units to unload cargo in an unoccupied enemy port (or one
that's occupied solely by trucks and/or SPs) does not invalidate the
provision of 17.2.1 which prohibits German APs and Tankers from
entering Norwegian ports during the German Naval Movement Phase
of the Invasion Turn. As explained in 17.2.1, German non-combat
vessels may only enter Norwegian ports during the Repair Segment
of the Invasion Turn.
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. 8.6 Amphibious Assault
A group of naval units that is transporting
land units may declare anAmphibious As‑
sault in t w o different sets of circumstances:

It enters anenemy-controlled port (pay‑
ing one SMP asusual) that is defended
by enemy land units with Defense Fac‑
tors greater than zero but that contains
no enemy naval units.

It eliminates all of the opposing naval
units while attackingduring NavalCom‑
bat in a Port [8.3].

An Amphibious Assault is resolved when
declared in the Naval Movement Phase.
Eligible land units being transported by
the naval group attack the port using the
Land Combat Procedure [12.1]. Naval
units in the assaulting group may provide
Naval Gunfire Support [8.4].
Note: If anAmphibious Assault is de‑
clared against aport hex that is guarded
bya coast artillery battery, Coast Artil‐ '
lery Fire [9.1] is triggeredby each naval
unit that provides Naval Gunfire Sup‑
port or that istransportingan assaulting
land unit.
If the port under attack is cleared of all
enemy units with Defense Factors greater ,
than zero, then the group of naval units
that performed the Amphibious Assault
m u s t remain there. If all such enemy units
are n o t removed from the hex, then the
assaulting naval units m u s t perform Naval
Retreat [8.1.5].
8.6.1Amphibious Assault Restrictions

Amphibious Assaults cannot be made
against landzones on the Strategic Map.
Only Leg and Mountain infantry units
may conduct Amphibious Assaults.

Exception: Tanks may conduct Am‑
phibious Assaults if they use Landing
Craft.

The Unloading Capacity of the port
determines the number of ships and/ or
naval points in the- assaulting group'
whose transported land units may a t ‑
tack in the Land Combat caused by an
Amphibious Assault.

Exception: Assaulting units that use
Landing Craft do n o t count against a
port’s Unloading Capacity.
Example: The German cruisers Kain,
Konigsberg, and Blur/yer and three DD
points belong to a naval stack that has
declared anAmphibious Assault against
Egersund (Unloading Capacity = 2).
Only those landunits being transported
by any two of the cruisers; or any t w o of
the DD points; or one of the cruisers
and one of the DD points, may attack in
the ensuing Land Combat. Of course, if
Egersund had accumulated any hits, its
Unloading Capacity would beeven less.

8.6.2AmphibiousAssault andLandCom‑
bat. The following rules apply:
° The Combat Odds Ratio is shifted t w o
columns to the left on the Land Com‑
bat Results Table.

Exception: if all of the assaulting land
units used Landing Craft, the Combat
Odds Ratio is only shifted one column
to the left.
' A l l combat results suffered by the a t ‑
tacker m u s t beapplied asstep losses to
land units that are conducting the Am‑
phibious Assault.
Non‐eliminatedlandunits that are c o n ‑
ducting anAmphibious Assault are re‑
loadedaboard the navalunitsthat trans‑
ported them and Retreat if the port hex
is n o t cleared of enemy units with a
Defense Factor greater than zero.

If the Combat Result clears the port hex
of all enemy units with Defense Factors
greater than zero, then all the land units
that performed the Amphibious As‑
sault m u s t unload there. They may then
Advance After Combat normally,
counting the port hex asthe first hex of
the Advance.

' After all the attacking land units have
unloaded in the port (as describedin the
precedingparagraph),landunit(s), SP5,
and/or ASPs being carried by other
naval units in the same group may also
"unload at the port ( i f the Unloading
Capacity will permit it), although they
cannot Advance.
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For unnamed naval units, a 2 point counter is considered a single
Naval Unit, as is a single point counter (QuickStart guide 3rd
column, second through fourth paragraph after bullet points).

8.6.3 Landing Craft. Landing Craft are
n o t navalunits, and therefore cannot trans‑

port cargo, attack, or be attacked in any
type of combat. Landing Craft also cannot
move by themselves. An AP point may

carry a Landing Craft point without cost
even if it is transporting other cargo. A
Landing Craft unit and the AP unit that is
carrying it are treated asa single entity for
combat and m o v e m e n t purposes (that is,
the LC unit cannot be attacked separately
in Naval Bombing or Naval Combat). If
the AP point that istransporting it is sunk,
then the Landing Craft point is eliminated

aswell.

If aLanding Craft point isbeing carried by
anAP point that is involved an Amphibi‑
ous Assault, one Leg or Mountain infantry
step and one Tank step that are being
transported by any naval units in the same
group may use the Landing Craft while
performing the assault.

8.7 Special Naval Rules
8.7.1 Aircraft Carriers. Aircraft carriers
function asmobile airbases. All the normal
rules concerning airbases and air missions
apply in full except asdescribed below:

'

Air units based on carriers are always in
supply. Air Supply Points are never
expended when air units take offfrom a.
carrier.

'

'

Carriers maybe damaged and sunk (and
repaired) just like any other naval units.
However, any air points that are aboard
a carrier when it is sunk are eliminated.
Furthermore, if a carrier is damaged,
one of its air points is eliminated, and
the carrier cannot conduct air opera‑
tions until it is repaired.

Air units may n o t take off from or land
on a carrier that is in port. (However,
see below).

' At the beginning of the friendly Naval
Movement Phase, a carrier that is in
port in a Strategic Map zone may take
aboard any eligible air units that are
“Available” at an airbase in the same

' Only carrier-capable British air units
(those printedin blue on white counters)
may be based on carriers.

Exception: Non‐carrier capable Hurri‑
cane air units may be based on

the

carrier Glorious (only), and non‐carrier
capable British Gladiators maybe based
on any carrier. However,rolla die when‑
ever such a such an air point lands ona
carrier; if the result is “0‐3,” the point is
eliminated. (This does n o t apply to
transfers as described in the preceding

paragraph).
' ‘ If any portion of the sea zone in which
a carrier is located appears on the Op‑
erational Map (not the Strategic Map),
air units based on it may fly air missions
to and from any all-sea hex in that zone.
However, all of the carrier~based air
units that participate in a mission m u s t
take o ff and land in the same hex.

8.7.2 Naval Bombardment. Naval Bom‑
bardment missions may beperformed u n ‑
der the following circumstances:

' After paying one Strategic Movement
Point to move onto the Operational
Map , it may conduct a Naval Born‑
bardment mission against an enemy‑
controlled airbase or port hex in a par‑
tial‐sea or partial‐fjord hex that con‑
tains no enemy naval units.

' If a naval group eliminates all the op‑
posing naval units while attacking dur‑
ing Naval Combat in a Port, it may
conduct aNaval Bombardment against
either the port or anenemy‐controlled
airbase located in the same hex.

Note: Naval Bombardments cannot be
targeted against Strategic Map zones.
Roll a die for each naval unit in the bom‑

barding group that has a Support Factor. If
the result is less than or equal to the Support
Factor, one hit is inflicted on the target
installation. There is only one round of
firing per Naval Bombardment_not anu n ‑
limitednumberof rounds asin Naval Com‑
bat. After all of itsunits have fired, the naval
stack m u s t perform Naval Retreat [8.1.5].

zone and/ or exchange them for air units

that it is already carrying.
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8.7.3 Allied Submarines. Whenever a
German naval unit enters the Jutland or
Kattegat sea zone during the April #4 thru
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April #6 turns, the Allied player rolls a die.
If the result is zero or one, a hit is inflicted
on the naval unit. Likewise, at the begin‑
ning of the Allied Naval Detection Phases
of April #4 thru April #6 turns, Submarine
attack rolls are made against all German
units that are at sea in the Jutland and
Kattegat sea zones. All submarine attacks
are resolved before rolling for Detection.

Exception: No Submarine attack rolls
are made on Pre‐lnvasion turns, and
none are made at any point during the
April #4 t u r n for any German naval
units that were already at sea at the
beginning of the Naval Segment.
DesignNote: No Submarine attacks areper‑
mitted before tbe invasion because tbe Allies
respectedtbe neutrality ofNorwegian territo‑
rial waters and were operating according to
international maritime law, wbicb pro/Jib‑
ited attacks witbout prior warning (a very
dangerouspractice indeed) However, assoon
as Norway was invaded, tbe Allies quickly
dispensed witb tbese legal niceties and began
waging unrestrictedsubmarine warfare. Tbe
Germans quickly responded by laying
ming‘ields,providingmore escorts, andgreatly
intensifying antisubmarine air patrols. Be‑
cause tbe Baltic Narrows are sosballow, and
tbe long bours ofa’ayligbt left little timefor
submarines to cbarge tbeir batteries at nigbt,
tbe Germans were able virtually to eliminate
tbeAllied sub menace.

8.7.4Escorts. Ships that are n o t adequately
escorted are more vulnerable to Subma~
rines than those that are. One DD, TB, or
Sloop point can escort up to t w o ships that
are moving in the same stack (that is,
group) with it. If a ship is unescorted,
subtract one (‐1) from all Submarine die
rolls made against it. The moving player
always specifies which ships in a stack are
unescorted if there are insufficient TB,
DD, and Sloop points present to escort all
of the ships in the stack.

Note: DD, TB, SB, Sloop, AP, and
Tanker units do n o t have to beescorted.
They are never subject to the ‐1modifier.
8.7.5 Commandeered Transports. Three
times per game, each player may place one
AP point in any friendly‐controlled port at
the beginningof the friendly Naval Move‑
m e n t Phase. Only one AP may be placed
Rule Book
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per t u r n . Each AP placed functions as a
normal naval unit for the duration of the
game or until eliminated.

Oslo m u s t enter either its hex or one of
the following partial‐fjord hexes that
are adjacent to it: 5020 and 5120.

Design- Note: During t/Je campaign, both
sides commandeeredsmallNorwegian coastal
steamersfortroop‐carryingpurpose:onan u m ‑

9.0.2 CoastArtilleryinLandCombat. Coast
artillery batteries have noSupport Factors. If
a fixed battery is located in a hex that is
attacked in Land Combat, its presence has
no effect upon combat resolution. If a m o ‑
bile battery is attacked in land combat, it
contributes its Defense Factor asusual.

ber of occasions.

9.0

Coast Artillery

Design Note: Most major Norwegianports
wereguardedbyfixedcoast artilleryforts, and
the Germans transporteda number of mobile
roast artillery outteries toNorway. (TbeBrit‑
ii/J planned to do tbe same, but never got
aroundto it.)

There are two kinds of coast artillery batter‑
ies inInvasion:Norway‐fn(ed and mobile.

' Fixed coast artillery batteries are repre‑
sented by the Coast Artillery symbols
and Naval Attack and Defense Factors
that are printed in various hexes on the
Operational Map.
Note:The OscarborgBattery (hex 492 1)
has ared (that is, torpedo‐capable) Na‑
val Attack Factor.

° Mobile coast artillery batter‐ 2 3
ies are representedby ahand‑
ful of German andBritishland ml 3
units. They fiinction just like
any other landunits except that they have
NavalAttack and Defense Factors.
If amobile coast artillery battery is stacked
in the same hex asa fixed coast artillery
battery, they are still treated ast w o sepa‑
rate units except when firing on enemy
naval units [9.1.4].
9.0.1 Guarded Hexes. A coast artillery
battery guards any hex that it occupies and
any hexes that a moving naval unit could
enter only by passing through either the
battery’s hex or any partial‐sea/fjord hex
adjacent to it.

Example: Oslo is guarded by the Oscar‑
borg coast artillery battery (4921), be‑
cause naval units entering the port m u s t
pass through either its hex or one of the
following partial‐fjord hexes that are
adjacent to it: 4820, 4920, or 5020. The
same ist r u e of the Hortenbattery(5121),
because a naval unit heading toward
©Copyright, G M T Games, 1995

9.0.3 Bombing Coast Artillery Batteries.
Fixed and mobile coast artillery batteries
may be targeted by Installation Bombing
Missions. Each bomber unit attacks sepa‑
rately, using its Installation Bombing Fac‑
t o r (even when bombing mobile coast a r ‑
tillery batteries).

9.1 Coast Artillery Fire
Coast artillery batteries may only engage in
combat when their fire is triggered by e n ‑
emy naval units.

9.1. 1 Triggering Coast Artillery Fire.
Whenever a naval unit performs a mission
(on the Operational Map), the owning
player m u s t trace an unbroken path of
partial‐sea and/orpartial‐fjord hexes from
anall‐sea hex in the sea zone to the hex that
his naval units are movingt o . If any hex(es)
along the path are guardedby enemy coast
artillery batteries, the naval unit triggers
Coast Artillery Fire.

In all cases, the coast artillery battery and
the naval unit immediately fire at one a n ‑
other. If the naval unit is n o t sunk, it may
enter port and unload the cargo that it is
Naval Transporting, participate in the
Amphibious Assault, or conduct its de‑
clared Naval Bombardment. If the naval
unit is hit, it may either continue with its
mission or Retreat [8.1.5] o u t to sea.

A

artillery battery shoots at every
enemy naval unit that triggers its fire, and
every triggering naval unit that can fires
back. However, each triggering naval unit
and the coast artillery battery fire at each
coast

other only once (that is, there are no mul‑
tiple rounds of fire asin Naval Combat).
All damage to the battery and/or the naval
units is applied immediately.
Line Naval units up on the Air/Naval Combat
Display. Each Naval Unit/Costal Artillery Battery
fires simultaneously and then hits are applied
before proceeding to the next Naval Unit.

Exception#1: Because agroup of moving
naval units may split up at any time, the
owning player may always choose to have
one or more of the units in the moving
group break off before triggering Coast
Artillery Fire.The group(s) of navalunits
that broke off may move wherever the
owning player desires (as usual).

Exception #2: When a group of Ger‑
m a n naval units triggers Coast Artillery

Fire on the Invasion Turn (only), c o n ‑
duct an Alertness Check by rolling a
die. If the result is 0‐1, the battery fires
normally; if the result is 2‐7, it fires
using half (rounded down) its printed
Naval Attack Factor (The battery’s
Naval Defense Factor is n o t reduced);
and if the result is 8‐9, the battery
cannot fire at tbat naval group. A sepa‑
rate roll made for each group that trig‑
gers Coast Artillery Fire.
9.1.2 ResolvingCoastArtilleryFire. Coast
artillery batteries and naval units fire at one
another using the same procedure that is
followed when resolving Naval Combat.
In other words, cross‐reference the firing
NavalAttack Factor with the target’s Na‑
val Defense Factor on the Naval Combat
Table to determine the H i t Number and
then roll a die. If the result is less than or
equal to the H i t Number, the target suffers
a hit. The only differences are asfollows:

' Red (that is, torpedo‐only) H i t n u m ‑
bers are ignored when firing at coast
artillery batteries.

° If

coast

artillery battery is hit by an

enemy naval unit, place ahit [10.1.5] on
the unit (or fixed battery). For each hit
a battery accumulates, its NavalAttack
Factor (NAF) is reduced by one by
subsequent combats. Its NDF is unaf~

fected.

° If a fixed battery’s NAF is reduced to
minus one, it may n o t fire.

' If a mobile battery’s N A F is reduced to
minus one, it is removed from play.
Note: Coast artillery batteries may in‑
flict Critical Hits [8.2.2 and 10.1.1]
upon enemy naval units (although they
themselves are immune to Critical Hits).
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Note: Supply Points (SPs) are n o t ex‑
pended when coast artillery fires.
9.1.3 Players may attempt to repair hits on
both fixed and mobile coast artillery bat‑
teries by making a repair die roll for each
batten; (not per hit) during the Repair
Phase. On a die roll of “0‐5,” one hit is
removed from the battery.
9.1.4 Multiple Coast Artillery Batteries.
It is possible that a naval unit may trigger
Coast Artillery Fire from several enemy
coast artillerybatteries in the same move. If
the batteries’ fire is triggered in different
hexes along the naval unit’s route, each
battery exchanges fire with the naval unit
separately.

However, if a naval unit triggers Coast
Artillery Fire from t w o or m o r e coast artil‑
lery batteries in tbe same bex, only one
exchange of fire isresolved.In this case, the
coast artillery batteries add their Naval
Attack Factors together and fire asasingle
entity, and the moving naval unit m u s t
designate one of the batteries as its target
(and apply any resulting hit to it).
The maximum Naval Attack Factor in
Coast Artillery Fire is eight; if the total
NAF of the firing batteries is greater than
that value, ignore the excess factors.

9.2.3 When a commanding port is cap‑
tured, roll onthe Coast Artillery Surrender
Table. On a roll of “0-7,” the battery sur‑
renders. On a roll of “8‐9,” it does n o t
surrender until its hex is occupied by an
enemy unit [9.2.1].

Exception: Do n o t roll for surrender if
there is an enemy land unit with a De‑
fense Factor greater than zero occupy‑
ing the same hex asthe battery.
9.2.4 A captured coast artillery battery is
eliminated. The n e w owner may use
the batteryto shoot at enemy naval units. A
given coast artillery battery may be cap‑
tured and recaptured any number of times.
not

coast artillery batteries
cannot becaptured, although they may

Note: Mobile

be eliminated in Land Combat.

10.0 Hits and Repair
10.1 H i t Effects
Hits have different effects, dependingupon
whether they are inflictedon naval units or
installations.
10.1.1Naval Units

Artillery Batteries

' If ahit is inflicted on anundamaged ship
ortwo‐point navalunit, it is flipped o n t o
its damaged or one‐point side. If ahit is
inflicted on a damaged ship or a one‑
point naval unit, it is eliminated (sunk).

9.2.1A fixed enemy coast artillerybattery is
captured at the instant a friendly land unit
with a Defense Factor greater than zero
moves or advances into the battery’s hex.

' If a ship (not atwo‐point naval unit) is
damaged while moving, it m u s t imme‑
diately stop moving in the zone where it
was damaged.

9.2.2 A fixed battery may becaptured when
you gain control of its commanding port.
Three batteries have commanding ports,

' If a Critical H i t is inflicted on an u n ‑
damaged ship, it is eliminated. How‑
ever, a Critical H i t has no effect upon
naval point:of any type.

9.2 Capturing Fixed Coast

asfollows:

' The Agdenes ‘Battery’s commanding
port is Trondheim;

Exception: If a Critical H i t is inflicted
on an undamaged battleship (BB) or

' The Bolarne Battery’s commandingport
is Horten;

battlecruiser (BC), it is treated as a
normal hit (that is, instead of sinking
' the ship, the hit merely damages it).

' The Oscarborg Battery’s commanding
port is Oslo.
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The word "undamaged" is unnecessary.

10.1.2 Ports.A port can accumulate an u m ‑
ber of hits equal to its Unloading Capacity.
Each hit on a port reduces its Unloading
Capacity by one and eliminates one Supply
Point stacked in the hex ( i f any).

10.1.3 Airbases. An airbase can accumu‑
late a number of hits equal to its Airbase
Capacity. Each hit onanairbase reduces its
Airbase Capacity by one and eliminates
one air point based there. Tally all the hits
that are inflicted by a particular bombing
mission or naval bombardment. The de‑
fending player allocates all odd‐numbered
hits to whichever air units he desires, and
the attackingplayer allocates all even-num‑
bered hits.

Exception: If a frozen lake airbase’s
[4.2.4] Airbase Capacity is reduced to
zero by hits, all air points based there are
immediately eliminated.
10.1.4 Railroads. When a hit is inflicted
upon arailroad, place a one Hit Rail Break

marker in the hex. If a second hit is in‑
flicted in the same hex, flip the marker to
its 2 Hits side. A unit that is conducting
RailroadMovement spends five RailMove‑
m e n t Points to enter a hex that contains a
Rail Break marker.

10.1.5 Coast Artillery Batteries. A coast
artillery battery can accumulate a number
of hits equal to its NavalAttack Factor plus
one. Each hit on a coast artillery battery
reduces its Naval Attack Factor by one
(when it is reduced to less than zero, it can
no longer fire). Hits do n o t reduce a coast
artillery battery’s Naval Defense Factor. A
fixed battery cannot be destroyed by hits.

Note: Mobile coast artillery batteries
are the only land units that can ever
accumulate hits.
10.1.6 Supply Points. Each hit on a stack
of Supply Point (SP) and/or Air Supply
Point (ASP) markers eliminates one sup‑
ply point (the attacker chooses which type
is destroyed).

10.2 Repair
10.2.1 Installation Repair. During the
Repair Segment, one H i t is automatically
removed from each airbase, port, and rail‑
road hex that has accumulated hits.
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10.2.2 During the Repair Segment, the
players roll a die for each of their coastal
artillery batteries (fixed and mobile) that
have accumulated hits. On a die roll of “0‑
5,” one hit is removed from the battery.
10.2.3 Ship Repair. During the Repair
Segment, the players roll a die for each of
their damaged ships (not one-point naval
units) that is located at a friendly naval
base. If the die roll is zero the ship is
repaired and is flipped over to its undam‑
aged side.

11.0 Land Movement
11.1

Stacking and ZOCs

11.1.1 Stacking Limits. The maximum
number of ground units that may stack
together in a single hex is:
° four infantry battalions (of any kind),
and

'

two

artillery battalions, and

' one company or battery (of any kind).

Infantry companies and artillery batteries
may be stacked in a hex instead of one or
m o r e of the allowable four infantry battal‑
ions and/ or t w o artillery battalions. In this
case, each company or battery counts as
half a battalion . Truck units do not count
for stacking purposes.

Exception: The Stacking Limit is
doubled in the Oslo hex (4720).
11.1.2When StackingLimitsApply. Units
may exceed the Stacking Limitwhile m o v ‑
ing tbrougl) a hex that is occupied by other
friendly units‐they just cannot stop m o v ‑
ing in an overstacked hex. If a hex is
overstacked at the end of any Movement,
Land Combat, or Motorized Movement
Phase, the owning player m u s t Retreat
enough units one hex from it sothat it is no
longer overstacked. If, for any reason, this
cannot be done, he m u s t eliminate enough
units so that the hex is no longer
overstacked.

11.1.3 Zones ofControl (ZOCs). All but‑
z‘ulion‐sized land units project a Zone of
Control (ZOC) into:
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Motorized Infantry and Tank Battalions
must count as "infantry battalions".

° Any adjacent Clear terrain hex

adjacent hex, paying a cost in Movement
Points that is determined by the terrain in
' Any adjacent hex that is directly linked
the hex being entered, and on the hexside
to its o w n hex by a Road, Highway, or
through which it is being entered [Terrain
Railroad.
Effects Chart). Note that Motorized and
Mountain units pay different costs to enter
Both sides can project ZOCs into the same
‘ m o s t types of terrain than Leg units do.
hex simultaneously. Naval and air units do
n o t have ZOCs, and ZOCs have no effect
Exception: If a unit enters a hex by
upon them.
movingalongaRoad,Highway,or Rail‑

Exception #1: ZOCs do n o t project
across Lake or Fjord hexsides except
along Roads, Highways, and Railroads.
Exception #2: ZOCs do n o t project
across Sea hexsides (that is, abattalion
in 5132 does n o t project a ZOC into
5032).

11.1.4 Z O C Effects

' A land unit m u s t stop moving at the
instant that it enters an enemy ZOC,
and can move no further during that
Movement Phase.

Exception: Overruns allow units to
move through enemy ZOCs [11.7].
' A landunit that is usingRailroadMove‑
m e n t may n o t enter an enemy ZOC.

road, the unit pays only the Road,High‑
way, or Railroad m o v e m e n t point cost
no matter what other. terrain is present
in the. hex or along its hexsides. In
effect, Roads, Highways, and Railroads
_ negate all other terrain types for m o v e ‑
m e n t purposes.
11.2.1Land Movement Restrictions
'

A land unit cannot e n t e r a hex if it does
n o t have sufficient unexpended Move‑

m e n t Points to
'

do so.

land unit cannot enter or cross pro‑
hibited terrain [the Terrain Effects
Chart].

A

Exceptions: Ferries [11.2.2], Naval
Transport [8.4], and Amphibious As‑
sault [8.5].

' A unit that begins the Movement Phase
in an enemy Z O C can m o v e o u t of it
only if the first hex that it enters does
n o t contain an enemy ZOC.

' A land unit m u s t stop moving immedi‑
ately upon entering an enemy Z O C
unless it isengaging in overrun. Advance
after combat is n o t considered move‑
m e n t for purposes of this rule.

Note: Advance After Combat [12.3] is
n o t land movement. Units may Ad‑
vance directly from one enemy ZOC
hex into another.

' Aland unit cannot enter ahex occupied
by an enemy land unit with a Defense
Factor greater than zero.

' A unit cannot Retreat [12.2.3] into or
trace supply through an enemy ZOC
unless the hex is occupied by a friendly
land unit with aDefense Factor greater
than zero.

Exception: Retreating units that ex‑
ecuted a Parachute [7.8] or Air Trans‑
port Assault [7.8.4] ignore the ZOCs of
enemy units in the hex they assaulted.

Exception:A landunit executing aPara‑
chute or Air Transport Assault may
land in an enemy‐occupied hex, but
that i s n o t land m o v e m e n t .
11.2.2 Ferries. Certain hexes on the map
linked by ferries (ex. 3517 and 3816).
Land units may use ferries to move across
Fjord and Lake hexsides (which they are
normally prohibited from doing).
are

' A Leg orMountain orartillery unit may

11.2 Land Movement Procedure

move from one of the hexes connected

Duringhis LandMovementPhase,aplayer

byaferry to the other by expending t w o
Movement Points.

can move all of his land units up to the
limits of the Movement Allowances. Land
units move across the map from hex to

' A Motorized unit may move across a
ferry by expending four MPs.
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Counters are provided as a memory aid to track
the Railroad Weight Points used during a turn
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A unit that is being ferried may move
through hexes containing enemy landunits
and ZOCs without penalty. However, no
unit may ever use aferry if an enemy land
unit with aDefense Factor of greater than
zero occupies the hex at the other end.

Exception: Ferries may n o t be used to
cross Lakes in a zone where the Thaw
[3.3] has n o t yet begun.
11.2.3 The Swedish Border. No land, sea,
or air unit may enter ahex of Swedenby any
means. Units may enter border hexes, but
can move from one border hex to another
only if the border actually connects the t w o
hexes. Thus, a unit could move from 0504
to 0604 because the border connects them,
but could n o t move from 0704 to 0804
because the border does n o t link those
hexes‐instead taking a detour into 0705.

Note: For purposes of computing move‑
m e n t costs, and determining the combat
odds ratio in Land Combat, ignore any
hexside terrain that is shown asrunning
through the middle of a border hex in‑
stead of along its hexsides. Thus, for
example, the Lake that runs through the
center of hex 5118 is ignored for pur‑
poses of land movement and combat.
The same is true of the Fjord in the
center of 5219, and the Lakes in 0601,
0602, 0805, 1007, 1710,2412, and soon.

11.3 Motorized Movement
Motorizedunits (that is, those Whose MAS
are printed in ared square) can move twice
during each friendly Operations Segment;
once in the Movement Phase, and again
during the Motorized Movement Phase.

Exception:A motorized unit that pos‑
sesses anOut‐of‐Supply marker cannot
move during the friendly Motorized
Movement Phase.

Phase. As shown on the Transport Chart, a
Truck has aWeight Capacityof two, which
means that it can transport t w o Leg or

Mountain steps, or t w o SP5, or four ASPs.

To pick upaland unit, SP, orASP, aTruck
m u s t be stacked in the same hex and ex‑
pend one M P. However, it costs a Truck
no MPs to unload atransported unit, SP,
or ASP. A single Truck unit may move and
pick up and/or drop o ff land units, SPs,
and ASPs several times during the same
Movement Phase so long asit has suffi‑
cient MPs.

If a friendly land unit with a Defense
Factor greater than zero enters a hex c o n ‑
taining any number of enemy Trucks, they
are immediately captured. A Truck that is
captured during aLandMovement or M o ‑
torized Movement Phase cannot move in
that same phase. The player who controls
aTruck unit may voluntarily eliminate it at
any point during his Operations Segment.
Note: Trucks cannot Retreat in Land
Combat, and are never eliminated by
any Land Combat Result [12.2].

11.5 RailroadMovement
Railroad Movement is a special form of
m o v e m e n t that can be conducted by any
SP, ASP, or land unit that begins the
friendly Movement Phase in ahex or zone
that contains a railroad and is n o t in an
enemy ZOC.

A unit that is conducting Railroad Move‑
m e n t is given a Rail Movement Allowance
of twenty, but can only move from railroad
hex to connected railroad hex, paying one
RailMovementPoint for each hex entered.

Exception: A unit that is conducting
Railroad Movement m u s t expend five
Rail Movement Points to enter a hex
containing a Rail Break marker.

11.4 Trucks

11.5.1 Railroad Movement Restrictions

Trucks are motorized units that have the
ability to transport Leg and Mountain land
units, Supply Points (SP5), and Air Supply
Points (ASPs) across the map. A land unit,
SP, or~ASP that is being transported by a
Truck moves wherever the Truck does, and
may move in the Motorized Movement

' A landunit orsupplypoint may n o t enter
a hex occupied by an enemy land unit
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with aDefense Factor greater than zero
when conducting Railroad Movement.

0 A land unit or supply point may n o t
enter an enemy Z O C when conducting

° A land unit conducts Railroad Move‑
m e n t instead of normal Land Move‑
m e n t . It cannot do both in the same
Movement Phase.

' Railroad Movement cannot beconduct‑
ingduringaMotorizedMovementPhase.
' A maximumof six Weight Points worth
of land units, SPs, and/or ASPs may
move along astretch of railroadhexes (in
either direction) during a single land
movement phase (land unit, SP, and
ASP weights are listed on the Transport
Table). The hex in which aland unit, SP,
or ASP starts and stops Railroad Move‑
m e n t does count for this purpose.

Example#1: During the German Land
Movement Phase, the following units
use Railroad Movement:
' Two infantry battalions Weight =4)
move from Lysaker (4821) to Eidsvoll
(4519) by way of Oslo (4719).

' An artillery battery (Weight = 1)
moves from Moss (5020) to Hamar
(4320) by way of 0150 and Eidsvoll.

' An SP (Weight = 1) moves from
Oslo to Eidsvoll.
Because a total of six Weight Points have
movedin hexes 4720, 4719, 4620 and 4519
by rail, no m o r e units may use Railroad
Movement for the rest of the German
Movement Phase.

Example#2: During the German Land
Movement Phase, the following units
use Railroad Movement:
' An infantry battalion Weight = 2)
moves from Oslo (4719) to Eidsvoll.

° An artillery battery (Weight = 1)
moves from Oslo to Moss (5020).

' Three SPs (Weight = 3) move from
Oslo to Gjovik (4320).
Because six Weight Points used Railroad
Movement in the 0150 hex (even though
they merely started movingthere), no more
units or SPs may use Railroad Movement
to move from or through Oslo for the rest
of the German Land Movement Phase.

Railroad Movement.
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11.6 Strategic Map Movement
11.6.1Enteringthe Strategic Map. Allied
land units may m o v e or Retreat from the
Operational Map into the Finnmark #1
. space on the Strategic Map.

' Any Allied land unit in hex 0202 may
Retreat into the Finnmark zone, or en‑
ter it during afriendlyMovement Phase
by expending one M P.
° An Allied Mountain unit in hex 0302,
0402, or 0502 may Retreat into the
Finnmark zone, or enter it during a
friendly Movement Phase by expend‑
ing four MPs. or 0601,’ although nobody will ever want
to, which is probably why it was left out

A unit that enters the Strategic Map cannot
reenter the Operational Map during the
same turn. Thus, if an Allied unit retreated
offthe Operational Map in the Land Com‑
bat Phase of the German Operations Seg‑
ment, it could n o t reenter it until the Allied
Operations Segment of the following turn.
11.6.2 Leavingthe Strategic Map. An Al‑
lied unit that is located in the Lyngenfjord
space of the Finnmark zone on the Strate‑
gic Map may enter the Operational Map
during afriendly Movement Phase by ex‑
pending one MP to enter hex 0202, or four
MPs to enter hex 0302, 0402, or 0502
(assuming it is a Mountain unit).

or Motorized Movement Phase.
Stacks of motorized units can overrun t o ‑
gether as long as they begin the phase
stacked together in the same hex. (No unit
may bepickedupbya moving stack before
of after it conducts an Overrun.)
merit

To conduct an overrun, a motorized stack
that is located in a hex adjacent to enemy
land units expends enough MPs to enter
the enemy‐occupied hex plus two addi‑
tional MPs. Then the moving player im‑
mediately resolves Land Combat against
all of the enemy units in the hex. This
combat is resolved normally, except for the
following differences:

' Air Support and Naval Gunfire Sup‑
port are n o t allowed.

' If an overrunning stack Retreats, the
first hex retreated into m u s t always be
the hex from which it enteredthe Over‑
run hex. If that hex is located in the
ZOC of any enemy unit except those
that were just attacked and contains no
friendly units, the overrunning stack
suffers one step loss [12.2.1].

' If all of the defending units are neither
eliminated n o t forced to Retreat, the
overrunning stack m u s t Retreat from

or 0601, although nobody will ever want to, which is probably why it was left out

11.6.3 Movement on the Strategic Map.
A land unit that is located in a Strategic
Map land zone c a n m o v e to any adjacent
land zone of the Strategic Map by expend‑
ing its entire Movement Allowance. Land
units c a n n o t enter Strategic Map sea zones
unless they are being carried by friendly
naval units in Naval Transport or Am‑
phibious Assault or by friendly air trans‑
port units in anAir Transport or Parachute
Assault mission.

the Overrun hex e f o e n iftbe combat result
does n o t callfor a retreat.

' If anoverrunning stack applies any por‑
tion of an adverse combat result as a
Retreat [12.2.2], the stack m u s t stop
moving (and therefore can conduct no
further Overruns in that Phase).

Design Note: An overrunning unit can r e ‑
treat into a ‘vacant hex in an enemy ZOC
oeeaure it is assumedtbat tbe unit is strung out

divided into six spaces. A land unit m u s t
expend its entire MovementAllowance
to move from one space in the Finnrnark
zone into another.

11.7 Overrun
Overrunisaspecial type of combat that can
be performed by German motorized units
(only) during any German Land Move‑
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' Units that are conducting Overruns can
enter hexes occupiedby enemy units, in
violation of the normal m o v e m e n t rules.

° Unitsthat are conducting Overruns can
move directly from one enemy ZOC
into another, in violation of the normal
movement rules.

' Neither attacking n o r defending units
can Advance After Combat [6.3] in an
Overrun.

Note: German motorized units can mix
Overruns with normal movement dur‑
ing the same phase. When moving n o r ‑
mally, the restrictions on entering e n ‑
emy-occupied hexes and moving di‑
rectly from one enemy ZOC to another
apply asusual.

12.0 Land Combat
Duringthe Land Combat Phase, afriendly
land unit can attack enemy land units lo‑
cated in any adjacent hex(es) that it could
enter by Land Movement. Land combat is
voluntary, so units are never forced to a t ‑
tack, and every friendly unit that is adjacent
to an enemy unit does n o t have to attack
A l l of the enemy units stacked in a hex
m u s t be attacked as a group in a single
Land Combat. They cannot be attacked
separately. However, all of the units in a
friendly stack do n o t have to attack the
same enemy unit(s). They may attack dif‑
ferent enemy‐occupied hexes in separate
combats if sodesired. No unit may attack
or be attacked m o r e than once per Land
Combat Phase.

in a roadcolumnt/Jat extends back into tbe bex

fiom wlyicb it launcbedtbe overrun. Thus, tlye
lyex

Exception: The Finnmark zone is sub‑

Special Overrun Rules

is not really ‘iempty”offiiendly units.

There is no limit to the number of Over‑
runs that a unit can conduct in a single
Movement Phase except that imposed by
its o w n Movement Allowance. The same
enemy unit(s) can be Overrun any number
of times in a single Movement Phase and
can be Overrun more than once by the
same stack of motorized units.

12.1 Land Combat Procedure
The active player resolves Land Combats
in any order hewishes, using the following
procedure in each case. This procedure is
also used for Amphibious Assaults,
Paradrops, Air Transport Assaults, and
Overruns.

1. Declare the Attack: Designate all units
that will attack in a particular Land
Combat and identify which enemy‐oc‑
cupied hex they will attack.

Since the Air Mission Phase comes between declaring which
enemy hexes will be attacked and the actual resolution of land
combat, Attack Markers are provided as a memory aide to
identify which hexes are selected for an attack.
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2. Compute the InitialOdds Ratio: Total
the Attack Factors of all the attacking
units, divide the sum by the total of all
the defending units’ Defense Factors,
and express the result asa ratio (round‑
ing down). This is called the Initial
Combat Odds Ratio. Locate the corre‑
sponding column on the CRT.
Note: A unit that is attacking across a
River hexside,or across a Lake or Fjord
hexside along a Road, has its Attack
Factor halved‐rounded down [Ter‑
rain Effects Chart].
3 Determine the Air Support Modifier'

The attacking player computes the Air
Support Modifier bysubtracting his Air
Support Total [7.6.3] from the defend‑
ing player’s Air Support Total. The Air
' Support Modifier may be a negative
number, but cannot be greater than +2
or less than ‐2.A i r Support is not allowed
for eitlJer ride) during Overruns.

. DeterminetheArtillerySupportModi‑
fier: Each player adds up the Support
Factors of all supplied, friendly artillery
units that are participating in the c o m ‑
bat, plus his Naval Gunfire Support
Total [8.4], rounding any fraction up.
The attackingplayer then computes the
Support Modifier by subtracting his
Artillery Support Total from the de‑
fending player’s Support Total. The
Artillery Support Modifier may be a
negative number, but cannot be greater
than +3 or less than -3. Naval Gunfire
Support is n o t allowedduring Ofverruns or
Paradrap/AirborneAssault.

Exception;If anartillery unit is the only
defending unitin a Land Combat, don o t
add its Support Factor to the defender’s
Support Total (the gun crews are being
forced to fight asinfantrymen).

5. ApplyOdds Column Shifts. Determine
the Final Combat Odds Ratio by shift‑
ing a number of columns to the right
and/or left of the column located in
Step #2 (in the following list “R” means
shift to the right, and “L” means shift to
the left):

1L Units belonging to m o r e than one
nationality are attacking in the same
Land Combat.
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1R Units belonging to m o r e than one
nationalityare defending in the same
Land Combat.

+1 Units belonging to more than one
Formation ofthe same nationality are
attackingin the same Land Combat.

Important Note: Polish and Foreign
Legion units are treated asFrench units
for all purposes.Trucks are n o t counted.

+1 Non‐Mountaininfantry attacking in
the Nordland or Troms zone before
the Thaw.

1L Any defending unit occupies a For‑
est, Rough, or City hex.

+1 Attacking in Nordland or Troms
zone during Foul weather.

2L Any Defending unit occupies a
Mountain or Major City hex.

+2 Attacking in Nordland or Troms
zone during Stormy weather.

1R A force that includes no mountain
infantry units is being attacked in a
mountain hex by a force that in‑
cludes at least one supplied moun‑
tain infantry unit.

The maximum n e t D R M is +/‐ 5.

PR The Armor Superiority Value of one
supplied, attackingtank unit (reduced
by one for each supplied, defending
antitank company).
FL The Armor Superiority Value of one
supplied, defending tank unit.

1L A l l land units that are conducting an
Amphibious Assault used Landing
Craft.

2L Any land unit that is conducting an
Amphibious Assault did n o t use
Landing Craft.
A l l column shifts are cumulative except
that when a hex contains the symbol for
m o r e than one type of terrain, use only the
one which gives the greatest benefit to the
defender; do n o t apply all of them.

Example: If both City and Mountain
terrain symbols are present in the de‑
fending hex, the odds are shifted t w o
columns to the left ‐ n o t three.

6. Determine the Combat Result. Roll
the die and apply all of the following
modifiers that are appropriate:

+/‐? Air Support Modifier
+/‐? Artillery Support Modifier

‐2 Paradrop/Air Transport Assault
‐1 Units belonging to more than one
Formation of the same nationality are
defendingin the same Land Combat.

Cross‐index the modified die roll result
with the Final Combat Odds Ratio col‑
u m n on the Combat Results Table to de‑
termine the Combat Result.

7. Applythe Combat Result. See 12.2 and
refer to the CRT.

8. Conduct any Advances After Combat
[12.3]

12.2 Applying Combat Results
Combat results are always applied to the
defending units before they are applied to
the attacking units. Combat results are as
follows:

Results that begin with an “A” affect the
attacking units; results that beginwith “D”
affect the defending units; an “EX” or
“EX2” result affects both sides.

The number following the A or D indi‑
cates the number of steps that the affected
force m a r t lose.

A number following a slash (/) indicates
that, in addition to any result before the
slash, the affected force m u s t either:
a. Lose that number of steps, or

b. Retreat that number of hexes, or
c. Combine step losses and retreat hexes
to equal the number in the result.

An “EX” results means that each side loses
one step; neither side retreats. An “EXZ”
results means that each side loses t w o steps;
neither side retreats.
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A “DE” result indicates that the entire
defending force is eliminated (all steps).

An “AB” result indicates that the entire
attacking force is eliminated (all steps).

Exception: Trucks, SP5 and ASPs are
never eliminatedby any Combat Result,
and cannot be eliminated voluntarily to
satisfy a portion of a Combat Result.
12.2.1 Land Unit Steps. A land unit that
has Attack and/or Defense Factors printed
on both sides of its counter has t w o steps.
All other land units have only one step. If a
step is eliminated from a two‐step unit, flip
it o n t o its reverse (reduced‐strength) side; if
a step is removed from atwo‐step unit that
is already on its reverse side, it is eliminated.

Exception: A normal artillery battery
that has a mountain artillery battery
printedonits reverse side (or vice warm)
has only one step even though there are
Defense Factors printed on both sides
of the counter. These counters are
printed this way sothat they can beused
to Breakdown [15.3] either normal or
mountain artillery battalions.
12.2.2 Retreat. When a player chooses to
apply all or part of acombat result in the form
of Retreat,allof his units that participatedin
that particular Land Combat must retreat.
Stacks of units can split up during Retreat,
with each unit taking a different path and
ending up in adifferent hex.

If aunit ends its Retreatin ahex occupiedby
friendly other friendly units that are a t ‑
tacked at some point later in the same Land
Combat Phase, the retreated units never
add their Defense Factors to the defender’s
total, but are affectedby any adverse combat
result suffered by the defending side.
12.2.3 Retreat Restrictions

‘ Trucks, SP3, and ASPs cannot Retreat.

' A retreatingunit must, if possible, finish
retreating the indicated number of hexes
from that where it started. The retreat
path cannot double back on itself.
' A unit cannot Retreat into a hex that it
c a n n o t enter by Land Movement.
' A unit cannot Retreat across a Ferry
unless there is no other r o u t e available.
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' A unit cannot Retreat into an enemy
ZOC hex unless the hex is occupied by
a friendly land unit with a Defense
Factor greater than zero.

Note: Retreatingunits that conducted a
Parachute or Air Transport Assault ig‑
nore the ZOCs of all enemy units lo‑
cated in the hex they assaulted.

If a unit cannot Retreat because of these
restrictions,it m u s t satisfy the entire com‑
bat result with step losses

12.3 Advance After Combat
If all of one side’s units that participatedin
aLand Combat are eliminated or forced to
Retreat, units on the opposing side that
were neither eliminated nor Retreated can
Advance After Combat. This is n o t consid‑
ered movement, andMP3 are n o t expended.
Units may Advance the same number of
hexes that the opposingunits retreated;if all
the opposing units were eliminated, the
victorious units may advance t w o hexes.
Advance After Combat is always voluntary,
and units do n o t have to. advance the full
distance permitted‐some can while others
advance less (or n o t at all), and stacks may
split up to advance in several directions.~

The first hexadvanced into m u s t have been
occupied by an enemy unit that was elimi‑
nated or retreated. However, the second
and third hexes ( i fpossible) of anAdvance
may be made into any hexes that the o w n ‑
ing player desires except those that are
occupied by enemy units or are located in/
across prohibited terrain. Enemy ZOCs
are ignored duringAdvance After Combat;
advancing units can advance from one en‑
emy ZOC into another without restriction.
Note: There is no Advance after Com‑
bat for Overruns or Parachute/Air

Transport Assaults.

12.4 Armor Superiority
Each tank unit has an Armor Superiority
Value (ASV) printed in the upper right‑
hand corner of its counter. Whenever a
supplied tank unit participates in Land
Combat, the Combat Odds Ratio is shifted
a number of columns (to the right when
attacking, and left when defending) equal

to its ASV [12.1, Step #4]. Only one tank
unit per side may adjust the Combat Odds
Ratio in a single Land Combat.

Exception:An attackingtank unit’s ASV
is reduced by one for each supplied anti‑
tank company in the group of enemy
units that it is attacking (although the
ASV cannot bereducedto less that zero).

13.0 Supply
To operate at full effectiveness, land and
air units must besupplied. Except for Nor‑
wegian units [13.4], all land and air units
use the following supply system.

13.1 Automatic Supply
Certain units are automatically in supply.
They operate at full effectiveness and do n o t
expend Supply Points (SP3) or Air Supply
Points (ASPs) when they move or fight.

The following units are automatically in
supply:
a. German land and air units in the Ger‑
many or Denmark (after the April #4
turn) zones on the Strategic Map.

b. German land units on the Operational
Map on the Invasion Turn (April #4).

c. Alliedland and air units in the England,
Scotland, or Scapa Flow zones on the
Strategic Map.
(1.

Allied air units based on CVs.

e. All Norwegian land and air units (ex‑
cept for purposes of Surrender [13.4]).

13.2 Air Unit Supply
13.2.1Requirements.To fly a mission, an
air point or unit m u s t be supplied. An air
unit that is n o t automaticallyin supply [13.1]
m u s t expend Air Supply Points (ASPs) to
fly amission (ASP markers are provided for
this purpose [13.2.2]. Specifically,

a. One ASP m u s t be expended for every
t w o air points (or fraction thereof) flown.
If only one air point flies amission, one
ASP m u s t still be expended.
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b. The expended ASP m u s t be located
within four Leg Movement Points of
the airbase (or port, for seaplanes) where
the air point is based.

e. Transportation Procedure

13.2.2 ASP Transportation:

a. There are anunlimited number of ASPs
available to the Allied player in the
England, Scotland, and Scapa Flow
zones on the Strategic Map.
b. There are anunlimited number of ASPs
available to the German player in the
German and (after the April #4 turn)
Denmark zones on the Strategic Map.

. ASPs maybe transportedby the follow‑
ing means [Transport Table]:

1. By Air Transport. Each Air Trans‑
port point can carry one ASP (Ger‑
mans

only).

2. By sea, in APs. Each AP point can
carry t w o ASPs.
3. By sea, in AOs (tankers). Each AO
can carry six ASPs (Germans only).
4. By truck. Each truck can carry up to
four ASPs.

5. Byrail [11.5]. Eachrail hex mayhave
up to twelve ASPs per t u r n trans‑
ported through it. (see 11.5.1 5th bullet point)

. The Air Base Supply Track. There is an
Air Base Supply Track on the Opera‑
tional Map that allows players to keep
track of large numbers of ASPs (thus
avoiding large stacks of ASP counters)
based at the Fornebu, Sola, Vaernes,
Kjeller,and Kj evik airfields.As you trans‑
portASPs to or from one of these airbases,

increment or decrement that base’s
counter on the Air Base Supply Track.

IfASPs are unloadedin aport hex that is
in or adjacent to one of the above five
airbases, any or all of the unloaded ASPs
maybe immediatelyaddedto that airbase’s
supply total onthe Air Base SupplyTrack
Conversely, ASPs located on anAir Base
Supply Track (or in an airbase hex) adja‑
cent to aport hex are available for Trans‑
port from the port hex.

Counters are provided as a memory aid to track
the Railroad Weight Points used during a turn
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1. Naval Movement. Place ASP mark‑
ers of the appropriate number under
the transporting unit or point. Move
the transporting unit(s) to a Norwe‑
gian Port on the Operational Map.
Subject to port unloading capabilities,
ASPs are unloaded from their trans‑
porting naval units when they enter a
port.The ASPs are stackedin the port
for further transport or expenditure.
2. Land Movement. ASP markers in
road, highway, or railroad hexes are
placed under transporting truck units
or are moved along arailline. If ASPs
come from anAirbase Supply Track,
decrement the airbase’s counter on
the trackby the amount of the marker.
ASPs may be unloaded on any road,
highway,or railroad hex. lf unloaded
at anAirbase hex with anASP track,
any or allof the ASPs may beaddedto
the airbase’s total on the Air Base
Supply Track.
3. Air Movement
' ASPs in the Germanyor Denmark
(after April #4 turn) zones on the
Strategic Map may be loaded u n ‑
der available Air Transport units
and flown to any in‐range friendly
airbase on the Operational Map.
Note: For convenience, a single ASP
marker denoting the total number of
ASPs transportedbyamultiple unit Air
Transport Unit mission may beused.

' ASPs may also be air transported
betweenfriendly in~range airbases
on the Operational Map using
Air Transport.
Note: ASPs m u s t be expended to allow
Air Transport units to execute this type
of mission.

' ASPs may also be parachute‑
dropped into anyfriendlyin‐range
Airbase hex.

° Air points on the Operational Map
that are required to be withdrawn
to withdraw. If
insufficientASPsareavailableto sup‑
ply all withdrawing Air points, the
must expend ASPs

Air points are withdrawn and the
deficit in ASPs requiredto withdraw
isnoted.Beforeexecutinganyfurther
Operational Map air missions, suffi‑
cient ASPs must arrive on the Op‑
erational Map (and beimmediately
removed) to cover the deficit.

4. ASPs can be voluntarily destroyed
during either owning player’s Op‑
erational Segment. ASPs cannot re‑
treat asaresult of combat. Captured
ASPs can beutilized bythe gaining
player in the t u r n they are captured.

13.3 Land Unit Supply
Whenever Allied or German land units
attack or defend in ground combat, they
m u s t either be placed in supply by the
expenditureof Supply Points (SP5), or fight
at a disadvantage. Supply Points must be
moved onto the Operational Map by Naval
or Air Transport before they may beused.
13.3.1 Land Combat SP Expenditure
(Attacks): When a unit attacks in land
combat, the attacking player m u s t expend
avariable number of SP5 to attack at full‑
strength, asfollows:

a. If

one or m o r e Leg Infantry units is a
part of the attackingforce, the attacking
player m u s t expend one SP.

b. If one or more motorized units (tank
units, motorized infantry units, truck
transported infantry or artillery units) is
part of the attacking force, the attacking
player m u s t expend one SP.

c. If one or m o r e artillery units is part of
the attacking force, the attacking player
m u s t expend one SP.
Tbe above SP torts are cumulativefor a
single attack; soa given supplied attack
could cost up to three SP5.

13.3.2 Line of Supply Length. To be in
supply when anSPis expended, aland unit
m u s t occupy the same hex as the SP or be
within:

a. four Mountain Movement Points (ex‑
cluding the land unit hex but including
the SP hex) for Mountain infantry or
Mountain artillery units.
Note: Neither the attacking or defending player is obligated to
expend SPs. One or both sides could choose to expend no SPs even
when there are friendly SPs in range. If expending SPs, the attacker
announces the number to be expended when he organizes the
attack. The defender then announces whether or not he is expending
one SP.
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b. fourLeg InfantryMovementPoints (ex‑
cluding the land unit hex but including
the SP hex) for all other land units.
13.3.3 Line of Supply Requirements. The
Line of Supply:
a. m u s t be a continuous path of hexes

through which movement is permitted
b. m u s t be free of enemy ZOCs or have
enemy ZOCs negated byafriendly unit
with defense strength greater than zero

c.

cannot be traced through any hex con~

taining an enemy land unit with a De‑
fense Factor greater than zero.
13.3.4 Out of Supply Effects. If the re‑
quired SPs are n o t expended for a given
attack, the following penalties apply:

a. Leginfantry units: The attack factor of
each unit is halved (rounding down).
b. Motorized units: The attack factor of
each unit is halved, a r m o r superiority
value is halved (rounding down). The
unit may n o t move in the Motorized
Movement Phase.

c. Artillery units: Artillery Support Fac‑
t o r cannot

contribute to this combat.

13.3.5 Marking Out of Supply Units. Flip
the marker of any unsupplied units in a
declared attack that bear an Out Of Supply
1 marker to the Out of Supply2 side. Place
Out of Supply 1 markers on all unsupplicd
units in adeclared attack that bear no Out
of Supply markers. Out of Supply 2 status
has no additional effect on attacking units,
but does on defending units [13.3.7.b.2].

Remove an Out of Supply marker (1 or 2)
in any subsequent land combat when you
expend anSPto place those attackingunits
in supply.
13.3.6 Overruns SPExpenditure. Supply
expenditure, LOS, and Out of Supply ef‑
fects are identicalto Attacks [13.3 .1-13.3.4]
except that:

a. Leg infantry, being non‐motorized,
can’t participate,sothe maximum n u m ‑
ber of SPs that could be expended for
eat/J overrun combat is t w o .
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b. Motorized units carrying Out of Supply
markers cannot overrun in tbe Motor‑
izedMovement Pbase because they can‑
n o t move in

that phase.

c. SPs expended to supply Overruns can
also remove Out of Supply markers on
overrunning units.

tracks. SPs unloaded at Airbases adja‑
cent to ports with supply tracks can
automatically be added to the port’s

Supply Total.
c. SPs can be expended directly from the
track, or be taken from the track and
converted into SP counters in the port
or adjacent airbase hex onaone‐for‐one
basis.

13.3.7 Defender SPExpenditure. One SP
will support t w o defensive combats. Size
and composition of the defending force do
n o t matter, however.

13.3.10 Capture and Destruction. Identi‑
cal to ASPs [13.2.2.e.5].

a. The LOS requirement is identical to
Attack LOS [13.3.3].

13.4 Norwegian Surrender

b. Out of Supply effects are applied in the
same manner asAttacks [13.3.4]

1. Out of Supply 1:Artillery units may
n o t contribute their support factor to

the combat.

2. Out of Supply Level 2. Level 1 ef‑
fects, plus each defending unit’s de‑
fense factor is halved (rounding up).
Any number of Mountain or Para‑
chute Companies defending
unsupplied in a combat contribute
half their defense factor.
c. Out of Supply marker removal is iden‑
tical to Attacks and Overruns [13.3.5‑
‘ 13.3.6].
13.3.8 SPAvailability and Transport is
Identical to ASPs [13.2] with the follow‑

ing exceptions:
a. AOs (Tankers) cannot transport SPs.

Design Note: Norwegian [ a n d units do not
draw supply likeother unitsandare ajfictedmucb
dizferent/y (anddrastically) wben they cannot.

If a Norwegian [ a n d unit is n o t in supply
during the Norwegian Surrender Phase of
the Allied Operations Segment, the unit
surrenders (and is eliminated). This is the
only point when the supply status of Norwe‑
gian land units m u s t bedetermined. During
all other phases and segments of the turn,
Norwegian land units are automatically in
supply whenever they move or participate in
combat. Basically,if aNorwegianlandunit is
locatedanywhere onthe OperationalMap or
Strategic Map, its mere presence indicates
that it is supplied (at least for the present).

During the Norwegian Surrender Phase,
Norwegianlandunits maybe supplied (thatis,
preventedfrom surrendering)by the expendi‑
ture of Allied SPs, as explained in 13.3.1.
However, aNorwegianland unit is automati‑
cally in supply (and does n o t require expendi‑

b. Each Air Transport point (German
Only) can transport one-half SP.

ture of an SP) if it can trace an LOS of no more

c. Each AP Point can transport one SP.

' Dombaas (3622), if it is friendly‐con‑

d. EachTruck Unit can transport t w o SPs.

e. Each Rail Hex can have up to six SPs
transported through it. (see 11.5.1
5th bullet point)

13.3.9 SP Transport Procedures. Identi‑
cal to ASP Transport Procedures [13.2.2e]
with the following exceptions:
a. Tankers cannot transport SPs.

b. SPs unloaded at ports with SP tracks
(Oslo, Kristiansand, and Trondheim)
may be immediately added to these
13.3.7 ADD: The following sentence at the end of the first
paragraph in this section: An SP is fully expended even if it is used
to supply only one defensive combat (i.e. the other "half" of the SP
is lost; it's all or nothing).
SP Track Counters are also provided for
Bergen, Stavanger, and Narvik in the Vassal
module. Their use is optional and may impact
the game balance (specifically for Narvik).

than eight Leg MP3 to any of the following:
trolled.

' A friendly‐controlled mobilization center.
' A Railroad hex that is connected to a
friendly‐controlled mobilization center
or Dombaas by any number of connected
Railroadhexes (Rail Break markers have
no effect). However, the chain of Rail‑
road hexes cannot pass through any hex
that is either occupied by an enemy unit
with aDefense Factor greater than zero
or in an enemy Z O C (even if the hex is
occupied by a friendly land unit).

Counters are provided as a memory aid to track
the Railroad Weight Points used during a turn
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Exception:A Norwegian mountain infan‑
try orartillery unit may trace anLOS upto
eight Mountain MPs long to a friendly‑
controlledmobilizationcenter orDombaas.
13.4.1NorwegianLeaders.There are three
Leader units that represent “die hard” Nor‑
wegian commanders who will n o t surrender
even when their supply lines are cut. The
Allied player can save an infantry or ski
battalion from elimination by assigning it a
Leader at the instant that it would normally
surrender (assuming he has n o t already as‑
signed all three of his Leaders). A unit that
has been assigned a Leader is immune to
surrender for the rest of the scenario.

Once a Leader had been assigned to an
infizntvy orski battalion, he cannot be trans‑
ferred to another unit by any means. He
only affects that single unit: He moves and
retreats wherever the unit does; if that unit
is eliminated, the Leader is also eliminated.
Only three Norwegian units per scenario
may be assigned Leader markers; an elimi‑
nated Leader cannot bebrought into play.

14.0 NorwegianMobilizatiOn
All Norwegian units that are n o t set up on
the map at the beginning of a scenario are
placed in their corresponding spaces on the
NorwegianMobilizationDisplay.The units
that are located on the Mobilization Dis‑
play may bemobilized (that is, brought into
play) asdescribed in the following rules.
Note: Because mobilization occurs at the
very end of the Allied Operations Seg‑
ment, aNorwegianunit can neither move
n o r attack on the t u r n that it mobilizes.

14.1 Mobilization Centers
14.1.1Mobilization Center Codes. Each
Norwegian infantry or artillery regiment
and dragoon or mountain artillery battal‑
ion has acorresponding mobilization cen‑
t e r printed on the Operational Map. Each
mobilization center is coded to indicate
What unit(s) mobilize there.

Examples: The mobilization center
coded “3” belongs to the 3rd Infantry
Regiment; the one coded “A1” to the
1st Artillery Regiment; the one coded
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“D2” to the 2nd Dragoon Battalion;
and the one coded “M1” to the l s t
Mountain Artillery Battalion.

captured. Naturally, if tbeir guns are not
captured, tbe artillerymen willbafve noreason
toform anadboc infantry unit.

14.1.2 Disrupting Mobilization. If any
German ground unit moves or Advances
into ahex that contains aNorwegian mobi‑
lization center, remove all the correspond‑
ingunits from the NorwegianMobilization
Display (they are permanently eliminated).

14.2.2 Dragoon and Mountain Artillery
Battalion Mobilization. All Norwegian
dragoon (bicycle) and mountain artillery
battalions that are n o t on the map at the
start of play mobilize during the Norwe‑
gian Mobilization Phase of the Invasion
Turn (assuming, of course, that their m o ‑
bilization centers have n o t been captured).

Exception: I f a German unit enters ahex
that contains aNorwegianinfantry or artil‑
lery regiment’s mobilization center on the
Invasion Turn, the regiment’s Landwern
(“L”) Battalion is not removed from the
Norwegian Mobilization Display.

14.2 Mobilization Procedure
14.2.1InfantIyandArtillery RegimentM o ‑
bilization. Duringthe Norwegian Mobiliza‑
tion Phase of each of Allied Operations Seg‑
ment, onebattalion mobilizes at the mobiliza‑
tion center of eacb Norwegian infantry or
artillery regiment that has units remaining on
the NorwegianMobilizationDisplay.To m o ‑
bilize a unit, the Allied player simply removes
it from the MobilizationDisplay and places it
in the hex on the Operational Map where its
mobilization center is situated. A regiment’s
first (“I”) battalion m u s t be mobilized before
its second (“ll"); the 2nd battalion must be
’ mobilizedbefore itsLands‘vern (“L” = second‑
line reserve) battalion; and soon.

Exception#1: On the InvasionTurn an
infantryor artilleryregiment’s Landrzern
battalion can be mobilized even if the
regiment’s mobilization center has been
captured. In this case, the Landszern
battalion is placed on the Operational
Map in anyfriendly‐controlledhexwithin
t w o hexes of its mobilization center.

Exception #2: An artillery regiment’s
Landrfvern battalion can be mobilized
only if its mobilization center was cap‑
tured before all the regiment’s artillery

battalionswere mobilized.Thus, remove
an artillery regiment’s Lantiwern battal‑
ion from the mobilization display at the
instant that the regiment’s last artillery
battalionmobilizes (itcannot enter play).

14.2.3 The Alta and Haugesund Battal‑
ions. The Alta and Haugesund Infantry
Battalions are special cases. As shown on
the Mobilization Display, the Alta enters
play on the Strategic Map, and the other is
placed in any hex within four Leg Move‑
m e n t Points of Haugesund. Both of these
units mobilize on the Invasion Turn.

15.0 Special Rules
15.1 Capturing Trucks and SPs
If afriendly unit that is moving or advanc‑
ing enters a hex that is occupied solely by
enemy SPs, ASPS, and/ or Trucks, the e n ‑
emy units are automatically captured. A
captured SP, ASP, or Truck can either be
eliminated immediately or saved for later
use. To record that a Truck has been cap‑
tured, simply flip it over o n t o its other side.
A Truck that is captured during a Land
Movement orMotorizedMovement Phase
cannot m o v e in that same phase. A cap‑
tured SP or ASP cannot be moved on the
same t u r n that it is captured.

Note: Supply Point markers andTrucks
cannot Retreat in land combat.
15.1.1CapturingSupplyatMobilizationCen‑
ters. Ifthe German player captures the mobili‑

zation center ofaNorwegianinfantry regiment
on the Invasion Tmn (only), heimmediately
' places t w o Supply Points in the hex. These
function asnormal SPs in all respects.
15.1.1 CLARIFICATION: Dombaas cannot be
captured by the German Player on the Invasion
Turn because the hex does not contain a port,
airfield or friendly German unit. There is no way to
occupy the hex from the sea or air.

Design Note: An artillery regiment’s
Landsvernbattalion representsgunnersfi gbt‑
ing as infantry afi‘er tbeir guns baze been
Rule Book
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15.2 CapturedArtillery
The German player’s countermix includes
three artillerybattalions with the n o t e “cap‑
tured” on the counter. If any of a Norwe‑
gian artillery regiment’s three artillery bat‑
talions remain on the Norwegian Mobili‑
zation Display when the Germans capture
its mobilization center, immediately place
a German “captured” artillery battalion in
the hex. These units cannot move in the
same Movement Phase that they enter on
the Operational Map, although they may
attack in the immediately following Ger‑
man Land Combat Phase.They are treated
as Germans unit for all purposes.

Note: Only one captured artillery bat‑
talion may be placed per captured artil~
lery regiment mobilization center.
Artillery Mobilization Centers are: Frederikstad,
Gardermoen, and Trondheim

15.3 Breakdown/Recombination
German and Norwegian artillery battalions
(only) and German mountain infantry bat‑
talions maybreak down into several smaller,
battery‐ or company‐sized units. If circum‑
stances permit, these smaller units may r e ‑
combine into a single unit at a later point.

talion. Simply remove the absorbed artil‑
lery batteries from the map and flip the
battalion to its full-strength side.

15.3.3MountainBattalionBreakdownand
Recombination. The processes for break‑
ingdown andrecombiningaGermanm o u n ‑
tain infantry battalion are:

' A full~strength battalionmaybreakdown
partially (flip the battalion and stack t w o
mountaininfantrycompaniesin the same
hex).

' A mountain infantry battalion may r e ‑
combine only bycombining t w o m o u n ‑
tain infantry companies and a reduced‑
strength mountain infantry battalion.

Note: The numbers of artillery batteries
and mountain infantry companies pro‑
vided in the countermix represents an
absolute limit on the quantity of units
that maybreak down.You may n o t make
additional batteries and/or companies so
that more units may break down.

15.4 German Naval Infantry

15.6 Swedish Railways
DesignNote: From the beginningoft/JeNor‑
wegian Campaign, Hitler appliedpressure on
neufial Sweden to allow tbe isolated German
force atNarvik to beresuppliea’t/Jrougl) Swed‑
is/y z‘erriz‘oiy. In tbe tbird week oprril, Mere
ejfhrfr borefiuiz‘wben tbe Swederfinally agreed
topermit a train carrying “medicalpersonnel
and supplies” to make the trip.

On the April #9 t u r n (or any one later turn),
the German player may bring t w o SPs onto
the Operational Map from Sweden using
Railroad Movement. Both SPs m u s t enter ‘
Norway in the same hex.
SPs enter during the German Land Movement phase of
the German Operations Segment.

15.7 German Garrisons
If, at the end of any German Operations
Segment, there is n o t at least one German
infantry or mountain infantry battalion (at
full orreduced‐strength) occupying aGer‑
man‐controlled Norwegian airbase or port
with anUnloading Capacity greater than
two, the Allied player is immediately
awarded three VPs.

Exception: If Oslo is German‐con‑
Whenever anAllied Bombing Combat or
trolled but ungarrisoned at the end of a
I Naval Combat sinks aGerman ship or DD
15.3.1Artillery Battalion Breakdown.At
German Operations Segment, the A l ‑
point is sunk in a German‐controlled port,
the beginningof any friendly Land Move‑
lied
player is awarded six VPs.
the German player places aGerman Naval
m e n t Phase, you may break down an artil‑
Infantry Battalion in the Port hex. Obvi‑
lery battalion simply by flipping it to its
ously, this does n o t apply if all four naval
16.0 Victory
Reduced side or removingit from the map
infantry battalions are already in play at the
and placing the appropriate number of
time a German combat naval unit is sunk.
The winner of ascenario isdeterminedby the
breakdown artillery batteries in the same
However,
naval infantry battalions that - value of the Victory Point (VP) Total at the
hex. Both the original unit and the new
have been eliminated may bebrought back
endof the scenario. The Victory Point Chart
batteries may move and engage in combat
into play a second (or third, or fourth, etc.)
details VP awards and Victory levels.
without restriction during that turn. The
time so long asGerman naval units c o n ‑
possible combinations are asfollows:
tinue to be sunk infriendly ports.
' A fill‐strengtb battalion with a.Support
What if the HMKG battalion surrenders?
Nothing according to the rules. Maybe an optional
Factor of t w o is reduced (flipped to its
15.5 KingHaakon V I I rule for one last roll on the capture table.
reduced-strength side) and t w o artillery
batteries of the appropriate type (moun‑
The H M K G (Hans Majeste Kongen Garde)
tain orregular) are placedin the same hex.
infantry battalion is the royal bodyguard of
' Afall‐rtrengtl.) battalion with aSupport King Haakon VII, who is assumed to be
accompanying the unit wherever it moves.
Factor of one is flipped, and one artil‑
Whenever the H M K G battalion attacks or
lery battery is placed in the same hex.
defends in LandCombat,the Germanplayer
rolls
a die just before the Combat Result is
15.3.2Artillery Battalion Recombination.
applied.If
the resultis0or one, KingHaakon
At the beginning of any friendly Move‑
iscaptured
(andthe Germanplayeris awarded
m e n t Phase, 21reduced‐strength artillery
+7
VPs);
any
other result has no effect.
battalion that is stacked with sufficient
artillery batteries of the same type may
There are 4 German Mountain Infantry companies, so a maximum of 2
German Mountain Infantry Battalions may break down maximum.
recombine into afull‐strength artillerybat‑
©Copyright, G M T Games, 1995

There are 4 German Artillery/Mountain Artillery Companies in the
countermix. Each of the 4 counters has an Artillery company on one side and
a Mountain Artillery Company on the other side. A maximum of 2 German
Artillery/Mountain Artillery Battalions may break down, or one of each
maximum.
There are 6 Norwegian Artillery/Mountain Artillery Companies in the
countermix. Each of the 6 counters has an Artillery company on one side and
a Mountain Artillery Company on the other side. so a maximum of 3
Norwegian Artillery/Mountain Artillery Battalions may break down, or any
combination of Artillery/Mountain Artillery Battalions that add up to 3.
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Land units that were Naval Transported may unload in friendly ports (or
unoccupied, excluding Trucks and SPs, enemy controlled ports) and may move
and fight normally during the following friendly Operations Segment [8.5.1].

Sequence of Play
1. Weather Segment: The German player
rolls on theWeather Table to determine
the weather conditions for the current
turn, adjusts weather markers on the
Zone Weather Tracks, and places Thaw
markers in any zone(s) where the Thaw
[3.3] is taking effect for the first time.

. Reinforcement and Replacement Seg‑
ment: Each player receives any land, air,
and naval units listed in the current
turn’s space onhis Reinforcement Sched‑
ule, and may use Air Replacements to
rebuild air units [For placement of rein‑
forcements and replacements, see 4.1‑
4.2]. All required withdrawals are also
made during this segment [4.3].

TheAllied player m u s t also announce
which of his naval units will attempt
to conduct Naval Gunfire Support
[8.4] duringhis Land Combat Phase.
He moves such units from the Strate‑
gic Map to the same sea zone on the
Operational Map and places them in
the “Gunfire Support” box.

d. German Naval Movement Phase:
IdenticaltotbeAlliedNavalMovement
Phase, except tbat tbe roles are reversed
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a. Norwegian Surrender Phase: The
supply status of all Norwegian [ a n d
units isdetermined, and any that are
o u t of supply Surrender [13.4].
b. Allied Land Movement Phase
c. Allied Air Mission Phase

d. German Air Mission Phase

e. Allied Land Combat Phase
f. Allied Motorized Movement Phase

. German Operations Segment

a. German Land Movement Phase:
The German player may move all his
land units. After all his units have
moved, the German player desig‑
nates those enemy‐occupied hexes
Reinforcements and replacements are
that hewill attackin the Land Com‑
. Naval Segment received before withdrawals.
bat Phase [see d. below].
a. Allied Naval Detection Phase: The
b. GermanAirMissionPhase:The Ger‑
Allied player may attempt to Detect
manplayer mayflyBombing,AirTrans‑
each German naval stack at sea. If he
Air Transfer,
and Airborne
and
Air Transport
port, and
Airborne
and Air
Transport
detects a stack, he may immediately
Assault
missionsTheAllied
player
may
conduct NavalInterceptionagainst it.
attempt
to
Detect
each
German
air
If the Allied player chooses to Inter‑
mission
and,
if
successful,
may
conduct
cept with air units (either in addition
Air Interception against it. If a Para‑
to or instead of naval units), the Ger‑
chute Assault, Air Transport Assault,
m a n player may attempt to detect the
or combined Parachute/Air Transport
air mission and, if successful, conduct
Assault
is declared against an eligible
Air Interception against it.
hex, it is resolved during this segment.
Unitsthatconduct successfulParachute
b. German Naval Detection Phase:
and/orAirTransportAssaults (andany
IdenticaltotbeAlliedNavalDetection
unitsthat havebeenair transported into
Phase except tbat tbe rales are reversed
friendly airbase hexes) may attack adja‑
c. Allied Naval Movement Phase: The
cent enemy units during the German
Allied player moves his navalunits one
Land Combat Phase.
stack (six units maximum) at a time.
c. Allied Air Mission Phase: Identical
The German player may attempt to
to tbe German A i r Mission Pbase, e x ‑
Detect each stack in every zone that it
cept tbat tbe roles are reversed.
enters and, if successful, may conduct
Naval Interception against it. If he
d. German Land Combat Phase: Ger‑
chooses to Intercept with air units
m a n land units may choose to c o n ‑
(either in addition to or instead of
duct Land Combat against Allied
naval units), the Allied player may
land
units located in adjacent hexes.
attempt to Detect the air mission and,
if successful, conductAir Interception
e. German Motorized Movement
against it. Moving naval units may
Phase:The Germanplayer may move
trigger Coast Artillery Fire [9.1].
any of his Motorized units that do

If the Allied player wishes to conduct
any Naval Bombardments and/or
Naval Combats in Ports [8.3], they
are resolved during this phase. The
same holds true for any Amphibious
Assaults and unopposed landings.

Invasion

n o t possess

g. NorwegianMobilization Phase: One
battalion must mobilizeat the mobili‑
zation center of each Norwegian in‑
fantry or artillery regiment that has

unitsremainingontheNorwegianMo‑
bilization Display [14.2]. On the In‐_
vasion Turn (only) all non‐regimental
infantry,dragoon, and mountain artil‑
lery battalions that remain on the
Mobilization Display also mobilize.

. Repair Segment: Both players simulta‑
neously do the following things:
a. Roll a die for each damaged ship that
is located at a friendly naval base; if
the result is a zero, the ship counter is
flipped to its undamaged (front) side.
b. Roll a die for each damaged coastal
artillery unit (fixed or mobile). Re‑
moveone hit on adie rollof five or less.

c. Remove one hit (automatically; no
die roll is necessary) from each dam‑
aged airbase, port, and railroad hex.
d. Move all Air Points in Flewn Boxes
to Ready Boxes at their respective
Airbases.

e. Remove naval units remaining in
Naval Gunfire boxes. Place them in
the corresponding sea zone on the
Strategic Map.
f. At‐sea naval units in the same sea
zone may be recombined into n e w
naval stacks.

Out of Supply markers.

. Allied Operations Segment: A l l phases
are resolved exactly like those in the
German Operations Segment, except
for the t w o n e w ones (a. and g. below).

g. Place (or flip) enhanced N D Vmarkers.
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